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70th Anniversary Of St. Pat's

"Laddie,

Ye do't 100
a day o'er 69.

w

e enty Years of St. Pat's
Featured In

St.
Parade
By MARK HASLETT

PI Kappa Alpha
"1908 HorIeIess Carriage." 8 replica of 81908 Ford

"70 Years of St. Pat Celebrations" is the Ibeme
of this year's St. Patrick's Day Parade. Scheduled
for 11 :00 a .m. Ibis year, the parade is starting an
hour later Iban usual in hopes that Ibe wealber
will be warmer and sunnier. The traditional green
stripe along the parade route will be painted at
8:30 a.m. by alumni St. Pat's Board Reps. In Ibeir
enthusiasm usually the entire street is painted
green, along wilb some cars and unsuspecting
people.
St. Pat is sdleduled to precede the parade at
10:00 a .m. Riding on a manure spreader, he will be
accompanied by members of his court. St. Pat has
the perogative of kissing any pretty girl he sees
along the route, and of piclfing out subjects for the
honor of kissing the Blarney Stone.
Secretary of State for Missouri Honorable
James C. Kilpatrick, Parade Marshall, will lead
the procession with an authentic shillelagh
brought from Ireland by the U.S. Air Force.
Hooorary Parade Marshall is Edwin " Toots" .
Shuman. Shuman, who was the student St. Pat in
1919, has been Honorary Parade Marshall for
several years.
Participating in Ibis year's activities are 19
bands, 12 animated floats, and numerous non· float
entries. Olber musical entertainment will include
a jazz band group, Triangle's Marching Kazoo
Band, ~ students performing music from
their \ luntry, and " music" from a few in·
struments that defy description. Several antique
cars, a 56-foot snake, a Chinese Dragon, and many
other attractions should also help to make Ibis 701b
celebration a tremendous success .

. Kappa Sigma

"St. Pat Arrives - 1908 and 1178" coatraatiDg
modes 01 tranaportaUonIn UIe tIleD and now

.
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St. Pat's--70 Years Of Tradition
By MIKE KOVACK

Until 1908, St. Patrick's Day
was litUe observed in Rolla with
only a handful of the loyal
wearing green. Now here in
Rolla, seventy years later, the
St. Patrick's Day celebration is
the largest celebration in the
state of Missouri, and is the
biggest social event of the year
at UMR. It took St. Pat only
(400) years to reach Rolla, a
long hard ride on his handcar,
accompanied by his court. But
with the reception he received
in 1908, he has made that
journey
annually,
never
missing a one.
When some students at UMC
del cared 5t. Patrick as the
Patron Saint of Engineers, a
few Miners from MSM wanted
to get into the act. They decided
to have a parade and ceremony
on St. Patrick's Day, with the
freshmen preparing the way by
carrying shillelaghs. Degrees of
" Knight of St. Patrick" were

bestowed on each member of
the senior class.
Five years later, in 1913, the
celebration was " the biggest
and best ever." The planning of
the events was given to the
junior class, who did a fine job.
The parade consisted of four
floats , one heading each class ;
a water wagon being ridden by
the worth Saint, and Irish Snake
one-hundred feet long, and
several other entries. Following
the parade was the Knighting
ceremony in front of Norwood
Hall, where that year, members
of the faculty were given the
honor of being knighted. The
rest of the afternoon was spent
watching moving picture shows
at Parker Hall, in which every
inch of floor space was covered.
Later in the evening, a
masquerade dance was held in
Mechanical Hall where such
as
" Mechanic's
cocktails
Swizzle," "Doc Louvey's Best,"
and "Bronze and Cast Iron"
were served.

Now, seventy years following
the original celebration, differences can be sited, but the
basic structure still remains the
same. The extravaganza and
games are new, the concert
takes place of moving picture
shows, and there is even a
Queen of Love and Beauty.
Today's parade consists of 13
floats and 19 bands, compared
to four floats and one band of
yesteryear. Each had their nonfloats, but the cars we consider
antiques today were the hotrods of the era.
What can we expect in the
future? Who knows, maybe a
full week off from school. Instead of throwing rubber ·
snakes, Board Reps could throw
real ones. But seriously, there's
not too much to improve in this ,
years St. Pats' is going to be the
biggest and best ever. Let's see
how next year's will compare
next year.

Members of the Court this year. ar\l:
Sf. Pat, Rusty
Goldammer; Master Guard, Dan Angeli and Greg Lang;
Guard, John Diecker, Randy Ganz, Sam Massey and Joe
Tobin; Herald , Rich Koch; Page, Greg Perkins and Pete
Telthorst; and Trumpeter, Ed Banovic,
(Photo by Richardson ;
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events that have taken placp.

This means fees for full-time

Gale Bullman was one of the
first major news stories. Mr.
Bullman
was
appointed
chairman of the Physical
Education Department and
head football coach. He held
this position from 1937-1964.
The Miner football team
certainly surprised everyone.
Picked to do IitUe or nothing the
Miners defeated Northeast Mo.
State 21-19 to share the MIAA
crown with Southeast Mo. It
was the Miners dominating
defense that was the key to the
victory.
This is UMR's first
claim to the title since 1956.
On Black Tuesday, November
8, Rolla experienced a power
outage at 11:00 p.m. A transformer blew up causing $50,000
to $10,000 damage. Other
outages were caused by high
winds and rains experienced
that night. .
.
On December 16th the Board
of Curators approved a f~

mcreased by $10 to $40.50 a
semester.
The copyright was also a big
story. It has made extensive
changes in uses of music and
photocopying practices. It
restricts the use ' of music at
colleges to teaching purposes
only unless royalties are paid.
The
dorms
have
had
problems too this year. Ray'l
cafeteria has drawn many
complaints from stUdents on the
quality of dorm food. This year
students organized a committee
to discuss possibilities of improving food and service with
representatives
of
the
cafeteria.
Have you heard of the new
Greek organization coming to
the Rolla campus called Sil!ma
Chi Omega? It is UMR's third
sorority. Martha Dixon is
working on tne sorority's
organization. The choice for a
faculty advisor is Linda
Flentge.
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In special ceremonies Friday,
March 17, Missouri's U.S.
Senator John C. Danforth will
be named Honorary st. Pat
during the 70th annual St. Pat
Celebration at the University of
Missouri-Rolla.
Many years ago, engineering
students declared St. Pat the
patron saint of engineers. Since
then, St. Pat's day has been the
occasion for festivities on many
engineering
campuses
throughout the country. But few
have supported the celebration
to the same extent as UMR.
At UMR the engineering
students make it a point to
share
the
early
spring
festivities with the entire
campus and with. as many
townspeople
and
other
Missourians as possible. This
year the campus "spring
recess" is March 16 through 19.
Senator Danforth · will be
honored at a dinner on Friday
evening and will preside with
st. Pat (civil engineering
senior, Russell Goldammer)
over the coronation and
knighting ceremonies later ' in
the evening.
Danforth is a fifth generation
Missourian from· St. Louis
(although his legal residence is
now in Phelps County l. He
received his B.A. degree from
Princeton and a bachelor of
divinity and bachelor of law
de~ee from Yale University.
He practiced law in New York
City for three years and then in
St. Louis from 1966 to 1968 when
he was elected Attorney
General of Missouri. He was the
unsuccessful
Republican
candidate for the senate in 1970
but was reelected Attorney
General for a second term in
1972.

He ran again for the senate in
1976 and was the first
RepUblican to be elected ~o that

.

office in 30 years. He serves on
the Finance, Commerce and
Government Affairs Committees.
.The senator is also an ordained member of the clergy of
the Epsicopal Church and has
served
as
assistant
or
associated rector ' in several
churches in New York and
Missouri. ·He is an Honorary
Canon of Christ Church
Cathedral in St. Louis.
He has received many honors
including six honorary D(>ctoral
degrees.
In addition to an Honorary St.
Pat, seven distinguished alumni
and friends ' of UMR will be
initiated into the Order ·of St.
Pat's Honorary Knights on the
same evening.
Those who will kiss the
blarney stone and be dubbed

knight · by St. Pat are: Robert
M. Brackbill, senior vice
president of Texas Pacific Oil
Co" Dallas, Tex., and former
MSM-UMR Alumni Association
national president; Dr. Adrian
H. Daane, dean of UMR's
College of Arts and Sciences;
Dr.
Virgil
J.
Flanigan,
professor
of
mechanical
engineering at UMR and
faculty adviser for the St. Pat
Board for the past 10 years; C.
James
Grimm,
professor
emeritus
of
electrical
engineering at UMR; Dr.
James C. Olson, 16th president
of the University of Missouri ;
John 0: Powell, Rolla lumberman, tree farmer and UMR
alumnus, and Mrs. Marie
Sidener, wardrobe' mistress for
the St. Pat Court for the past 25
years.

4

Technology And American LHe
On March 20th, the third
lecture in the Technology and
American Life lecture series
will take place in Mechanical
Engineering Auditorium at 7:00
p.m.
,
Professor John Kasson will
present a lecture entitled "The
Factory as Republican Community: Lowell, Massachusetts
as the Model of Industrialism."
When the Lowell system was
introduced, the direction of this
country was being debated:
Thomas Jefferson had argued
that manufacturing was no fit
endeavor for these new United
States; AJexander Hamilton
and others had argued that
manufacturing was an essential
component of the country's

activities. The Lowell Factory Sterling, 68-70, National Enwas to be the example of how dowment for the Humanities,
this new endeavor could be 1974.
tamed to avoid the "degenerate
Civilizing
the
Machine:
:< ~
. European model".
Technology and Republication
The lecture will be illustrated Values in America, 1776-1900,
with slides of the Lowell Fac- by Professor Kasson, was
tory, and the living conditions of published in 1977. A second
the working girls and examples book, Amusing the Million:
of their off-duty (and Lowell Coney Island at the Tum of the
sponsored) activities.
Century,
is
forthcoming,
Professor Kasson is an August, 1978.
The
Technology
and
Associate Professor of History
at the University of North American Life lecture series is
Carolina at Chapel Hill. He was presented by the Humanities
graduated, magna cum laude, Department and is supported
from Harvard and received a by a grant from the Missouri
Ph.D. from Yale University in Committee for the Humanities,
American
Studies.
His the state-based arm of the
fellowships include a Woodrow National Endowment for the
Wilson, 1966-67. Yale Junior Humanities.

Tom Gredel! is the winner of the St_ Pat's Bumper
cker
Slogan Contest_ He received 510 for his winning slogan,
"Alice wi I! do any knight." Shown above are, I-r, committee
chairman Randy Dudenhoffer, Gredel!, and vice-pres. Dan.
Angeli.
(Photo by Richardson)

/

"I've got Pabst Blue Ribbon on my mind."
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Seven Chosen For Honorary Knighthood
JOIIND. POWELL
John D. Powell is a Rolla
Iwnberman and tree farmer '
and is a prominent member of
the Republican party in
Missouri.
A native of Rolla, he was
graduated
from
Kemper
Military School in Booneville
and attended UMR. Since 1945
he has been secretary-treasurer
of the Frank B. Powell Lumber
Co. and he is supervisor of an
18,000 acre tree farm.
Powell is active in forestry
and conservation organizations
in the state and has received
many honors for his work in this
field. He is a charter member
and past chairman of the UM
School of Forestry Advisory
Council and is in his 20th year of
service to that group. He was
the first president and one of the
founders of the Missouri Forest
Products Association and has
been active in the development
of legislation in the field of
forestry and conservation
An active member, also, of
the Republican party, he has
served in many capacities on
the local and state levei during
the 1960's ,d 1970's. He has
twice been a delegate to the
Republican
National
Convention
Powell and his wife, Ruth,
live at 605 W. 11th St., Rolla,
MRS. MARIE SIDENER

Mrs. Marie Sidener has been
wardrobe mistress for the St.
Pat Court for the past 25 years.
She and her husband, Virgil,
became owner-managers of
Quality Cleaners in Rolla in
1951, after having been in the
cleaning business in St. Louis
for sometime. In recent years
they
have
turned
the
management of the company

over to their son, Eugene, ani!
are now semi-retired.
After many years of renting
costumes, the St. Pat Board
purchased their set of costumes
for St. Pat, his court and the
queen in 1953. Since that time
Mrs. Sidener has been In charge
of storage, refurbishing and
creating
replacements
as
needed. Through the years she
has made more than 20
costumes for the group.
Mrs. Sidener is a past matron
of the Eastern Star, an officer in
the White Shrine and is active in
the Methodist Church. Her
children and grandchildren
have attended UMR and
grandson, David, is an electrical engineer in Decatur, III.
She has two great-grandsons,
Scott, 6, and Shawn, 3.
She and her husband live at
407 E. 10th St., Rolla.
DR. VIRGILJ. FLANIGAN
Dr. Virgil J. Flanigan is
professor
of
mechanical
engineering at the University of
Missouri-Rolla. This is the lOth
St. Pat celebration for which he
has served as faculty adviser
for the St. Pat Board.
A native of Higginsville, hf'
received his B.S., M.S. an!
Ph.D. degrees from UMR and
has been on the faculty here
since 1967. His non-academic
expereience includes work with
the Boeing Company, Western
Electric Company, and the
Naval Weapons Center at China
Lake, Calif. He has served as a
consultant for a number of law
firms.
Dr. Flanigan is a Registered
Professional
Engineer,
a
member of several professional
organizations and has received
honors from a number of
campus groups. He is author of
extensive publications and

presentations for professional
groups and has supervised
research and thesises for 15
graduate students. .
He and his wife, Louise, Jive
on Route 6, Rolla.
DR. ADRIAN H. DAANE
Dr. Adrian H. uaane is dean
of the University of MissouriRolla College of Arts and
Sciences. He has held the
position since 1972.
A native of Oklahoma, Dean
Daane received his B.S. degree
in
agriculture from
the
University of Florida and his
Ph.D. in chemistry from Iowa
State University. He was a
member of the faculty at Iowa
State University from 1950 to
1963. In " 1963 he became
professor of chemistry and
head of the department of
chemistry at Kansas State
University and served in that
capacity until he accepted his
present position at UMR.
Dean Daane is a member of
numerous
professional
organizations and has received
many professional honors. He
served as chairman of the
board of the United Ministries
in Higher Education in Rolla,
1!1l4-71, was faculty adviser for
Phi Eta SilWla, 1!1ll>-76, and is
currently faculty adviser for
the UMR Student Council.
He and his wife, Jean, live on
Country Club Road, Route 4,
Rolla.
C. JAMES GRIMM
C. James Grimm is professor
emeritus
of
electrical
engineering at the University of
Missouri-Rolla. He is an active
member
of
the
UMR

IQ [l2h1
HOOK AUTO SUPPLY

Auto Parts-Accessories-Speed Equipment
Discount .prices To All
513 Hwy, 63 S.
Rolla, Mo.
364-5252

Corne in and see our
wide selection of
Jewelry.
Including

,. t 'J
7/ S e , J~x;.,E~~~
Joe Miner Ring

715 Pine St.
Forum Plaza Shopping Center

Development Council and is a
member of UMR's Order of the
Golden Shlllelagh.
A native of Rolla, Professor
Grimm received his B.S. degree
from thls institution in 1930 and
he was dubbed a student knight
of St. Pat in 1930. He has attended graduate school here
and at the University of New
Mexico. He was also a postgraduate student at Southwest
Missouri State in Springfield.
During World War II he
served for four years with the
British Air Ministry and for two
years with COE, U.S. Army. He
joined the UMR faculty in 1948
and retired from active
teachin~ in 1!1l4.
A registered Professional
Engineer, Professor Grimm
has been active in professional
organizations. He is the
recipient of many honors for his
work with students.
He lives at 712 W. 13th St.,
Rolla.

Engineef, Brackbill Is an active
member
of
numberous
professional societies, civic and
community organizations.
He and his wife, Catherine,
live in Dallas, Tex.
DR. JAMES C. OLSON

Dr. James C. Olson became
the 16th president of the
University of Missouri on
March 18, 1m, after serving
nine
months as interim
president and eight years as
chancellor of UM's Kansas City
campus.
President Olson is a native of
Iowa and his academic field is
history . He received his A.B.
degree
from
Morningside
College, Sioux City, la. , and his
M.A. and Ph.D. degrees from
the University of NebraskaLincoln.
Following World War II, Dr.
Olson was director of the
Nebraska State HistorIcal
Society from 1946-56. He
ROBERT M. BRACKBILL
became professor and chairRobert M. Brackbill is senior man of the UN-Uncoin history
vice president Texas Pacific Oil department In 1956,assocIate
Company, Inc., Dallas, Tex. He dean of UN-Llncoo's graduate
is chairman of the board of college and director of graduate
Dunigan Tool and Supply Co. program development in 1966
vice chancellor for
and dtrector of all Texas Pacific and
graduate studies and researcb
foreign af(jJiates.
in 1968. He has written exHe received a bachelor of tensively on Nebraska and
science degree in mining Indian history.
engineering (petroleum option)
President Olson belongs to
from the University of Missouri
numerous
!rofessional
School of Mines and Metallurgy organizations
an
honorary
in 1942. He was awarded the societies and has received "
Professional
Degree
of many honors. In 1968 he
Petroleum Engineer by UMR in received an honorary LL.D.
1969. He served as president of degree
from
Morningside
the national MSM-UMR Alumni College.
Association for a two-year
He and his wife, Vera, live in
term, 1!1l4-76.
the President's Residence In
A registered professional Columbia.
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JonDanuser
Acacia
We, !be men of Acacia are proud
to have !be opportunity to honor Jon
Danuser as our st. Pat's knight. Jon
has been an outstanding asset to our
fraternity and campus. This
semester Jon is treasurer of the
I.F.C. and the president of our
house. He has in the past been our
secretary. social chairman, Junior
treasurer and intramural manager.
If all goes well. Jon will graduate
next December, and it is with great
pleasure that we bestow this honor
on him now.

You think that by the various expressions on the faces of the 1918 Student Knights that some really Clon-,
know about the charming personality of Alice. Com .. Saturday afternoon they will come to know her well.
(Photo by Richardson)

Alice, Behold These Men We Bring You
In keeping with a tradition of
70 years standing, 28 University
of Missouri·Rolla students will
be named Knights of St. Patrick
Saturday afternoon, March 18.
Back around the turn of the
century, St. Pat was declared
the patron saint of engineers. At
UMR,
which
stresses
engineering education, students
began holding an annual
celebration honoring the saint
in HillS.
The annual celebration has
grown to a four-day spring
recess for the campus. It is

scheduled this year March 1619. Festivities include games,
ceremonies, a big parade
through Rolla's downtown area,
dances, concerts, etc.
One of the original rites that
has lasted through the years is
the initiation of UMR students
into the Order of St. Pat's
Knights. In earlier days, when
enrollment was much smaller,
every senior was dubbed a
knight.
For the past several years,
organizations on campus have
been
asked
to
elect
a

509
Everyone Have A
Safe & Happy

St. Pat's
116 W. 8th

Rollo, Mo.

364-6131

.,"! .• '

representative to receive the
honor - usually one of their
most active and loyal members.
While it is an honor to be named
the
a St. Pat's Knight.
ceremonies are most informal.
Candidate/; are asked to kiss
the "blarney stone" and St. Pat
(a student elected to represent
the saint) places the sword on
the candidate's shoulder and
dubs him knight. Then each new
knight gets dunked in 'a vat of
"green goo" to celebrate the
event.

KEY ·SPORT
SHOP
Wishes everyone
an enjoyable
St. Patritk's Day
REY

Happy St. Pat's

Ed Burford
The Missouri Miner
The Missouri Miner is proud to
present as their knighting candidate
Ed Burford. " Burf", as he is known
to his friends, has been on the Miner
Staff almost as long as he is old.
PresenUy, he is serving as Photo
Editor, and he has also been a staff
photographer . Just so he could be on
the Miner staff one more time, Burf
decided to pursue a Master's in
Engineering Management after
receiving his B.S.
in Civil
Engineering last May. With this kind
of dedication, we, the staff of the
Missouri Miner, feel that Ed Burford
is a worthy candidate for
knighthood.

.

SPORT shop
1003 Pine

THE PLASTER KEY, INC.

Rolla, Mo.

From The Guys
At Russ's

BUSCH ON TAP
Hours: 5-1:30 Mon.-Sat.

See our spring fashions
just arrived

Shaft

Russell"s Town & College. 713 Pine St. in Downtown Rolla· 364 ·2323

1107 Pine

364·4334

Paul Andrew
Phi Kappa Theta
Phi Kappa Theta is proud to
bestow the honor of candiate for
Knighthood to Paul Andrew. Paul is
a very outstanding leader in PKT
and on Campus. He has held !be
office of assistant steward and
served for a year as president of !be
house. Paul is also PKT's alumni
IFC Rep. As a member of IFC Paul
was (·shirt chairman and treasurer.
On Campus Paul has been very
active on !be Miner starr for which
he is now editor, Pres. of his pledge
class in APO and is very active on
other committees such as Academic
Council. Paul Andrew, better known
as P.A. also takes time out to persue
his BS in CE, will do well in
representing PKT as a K.)ight.
Roger GoodIt..
Triangle
The
brothers
of
Triangle
Fraternity proudly present Roger
Goodlet as our St. Patrick's Kniglit
for 1978. Roger is a senior CE from
Weston. Mo. He has been very active
in the house. having served as our
House Manager (3 times), and as
our President this past semester.
Roger has been very active on
campus also serving on the Student
Union Board and UMR Traffic
Safety Committee. In addition
Roger is a member 01 ASCE, NSPE
and MSPE. Due to his high degree of
dedication and involvement in
Triangle, UMR and engineering, in
general, we believe Roger to be an
outstanding choice for our 1978
Knight of st. Patrick.
Dave Holland
Kappa Alpha
To celebrate this year's st. Pat 's
festivities the Brothers of Kappa
Alpha proudly present David K.
Holland as our student knight. Dave,
who is very active in several campus
organizations,
served
as
Parliamentarian last year for our
house and we feel he is very
deserving of the honor of a Knight of
St. Pat's.
Jim Brink
Delta Sigma Phi
The Brotbers of Delta Sigma Phi
are proud to present as !beir can·
didate for knight of St. Patrick 1978,
James Brink. Jim has held the of·
fices of Treasurer and Sgt. at Arms
in the house and is currenUy a
member of the IFC. He is a senior
majoring in Petroleum Engineering
and we feel that Jim is well deser·
ving of this honor. We hope that he
will be well accepted as a knight of
St.Pat.

Mike Foster
S.U.B.
The Student Union Board has
ell.cted Mike Foster, President of
the Board. to be knighted. Mike, a
graduate student in English, spends
his spare time bartending, skiing
and discovering the Ozarks. Mike
formerly held the position of Out·
door Recreation Director of SUB
and instigated the "On-tlJe.Loose"
Equipment Rental Program. Upon
graduation in May, Mike aspires to
work as a Student Union Coordinator
or plans to own a ski shop in Mon·
tana.
Rory McCarthy
Campus Club
The members of Campus Club are
proud to announce the selection of
Rory McCarthy as their St. Pat's
Knight. Rory fs a graduating senior
in Geoiogical Engineering. and hails
from Elmwood, Illinois. As a
member 01 Campus Club throught
his years at UMR. Rory has served
on the Board of Control. worked at
the club. and participate din in·
tramurals. On campus he has been a
member 01 AEG. SME, Newman.
and Psitol Club. We at Campus Club
know that Rory is deserving and
appreciative 01 the honor of being a
St. Pat's Knight.
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Eddie Doss
Delta Tau Delta
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Delta Tau Delta is proud to
present Brother Eddie Doss as our
St. Patrick's Knight. Eddie has been
active at Delta Tau Delta. He has
served as house manager, and is
currently the chapter's vicepresident. Eddie is a senior In
mechanical engineering, and has
completed
the
cooperative
education program for Goodrich
Tire Co.

Mike Johnson
Student Council
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The UMR Student Council has
unanimously elected President
Michael E. Johnson as its most
IItting member to be dubbed
honorary knight 01 St. Patrick.
Mike has been active In the
Council the past three years. Belore
being elected to President last
spring he served as chairman of the
Student Services Commiitee where
he was responsible lor organizlng
the Red Cross blood drives and lor
getting the UMR cheerleadlng
program back on Its feet .
This year he was responsible lor
starting a letter writing campaign to
University administration In an
attempt to stop proposed restructuring 01 the current fee assessment
system.
The Student Council Is proud to see
such an honor bestowed upon an
individual who has worked so hard
lor the betterment of the UMR
Campus.

Steve Lewis
SigmaNu
The Brothers of Sigma Nu
Fraternity are proud to have
representing them as their St. Pat's
Honorary Knight, Steve Lerls.
Through his activities in the house
and on campus he has proven his
worthiness ror this honor.
Steve Is a member of the UMR
Rugby Club, currently our ' Senior
IFC Rep., and also a member or
Theta Tau Omega. Steve is also
active within the house being a
memtier of many committees and
representing us well on the intramural field. For these reasons we
reel Steve Lewis is an excellent
choice for St. Pat's . Honorary
Knight.

Danny Vance
Sigma Phi Epsilon

Ted Bestor
Kappa Sigma

Ted Bestor is a senior who will be
We, the Brothers of Sigma Phi
Epsilon feel that Brother Dan C.
graduating In May with his B.S. in
Vance,
through
exemplary
Mechcanical Engineering. He has
leadership
and
outstandlgn
accomplished quite a bit at Kappa
character
has
exceeded
all
Sigma in his four years here inqualifications, and is justly desercluding being our kitchen steward
ving the priviledge of becoming an
and presently serving as the vicepresident of the house. He is also . Honorary Knight of st. Patrick for
1978.
president or the board of directors of
Brother Vance Is currently
the lood co-op. Finally, in his
president of the Society of
graduating semester he has served
Petroleum
Engineers and the
Kappa Sig and the whole campus by
corresponding secretary for Theta
designing and building the No. t
Tau. As Sig Ep's vice-president
float In this year's St. Pat's parade.
during the past year he was a steady
guiding force in the attainment of
Don Schaefer
our national fraternity's highest
Sigma Tau Gamma
award. Dan has recenity been
The brothers 01 Sigma Tau selected as our chapter's outstanding
senior and Is a member of
Gamma are proud to present Donald
Schaerer as our 1978 SI. Pat's the Miner varsity footbali and
Knight. Don, a senior E .E. major, wrestling teams.
has always actively participated In
We hope that St. Patrick, and
the affairs of the house and the SI.
Alice, will be as honored In receiving
Pat's Celebration. Don has the Brother Vance in Knighthood as we
respect and esteem of all the are in bestowing him this honor.
brothers and we are proud to bestow
this honor upon him.

John Little
Mates

BobBieg
Tau Kappa Epsilon
The fraters of Tau Kappa Epsilon
are pleased to present their Knight
candidate for 1978, Mr. Robert G.
Bleg_ Bob Is an IFC rep., secretary
In Theta Tau Omega and past
President of Tau Kappa Epsilon.
Though constanUy Involved In
school and campus activities his
devotion to Teke has won him the
honor of House Manager Emeritus.

Jay Morris

We, the Association of Married
Students, have elected Johnathan
Little to be Knighted. John Is a
student In Mining Engineering and
will receive his Bachelor of Science
degree In May, t978. John has done a
lot of work lor our organization. He
has been an avid competitor In our
Intramural sports. John has also
been an active member 01 several
dlfrerent committees and fund
raising activities. For these reasons
we ask that John Little be Knighted.

R.H.A.
The Residence Hall Association is
proud to elect as Its Student Knight
Candidate for the Court of St.
Patrick, Jay Dee Morris. Jay is a
sophomore majoring in Petroleum
Engineering at UMR. He is the son
of Virgil and Norma Morris of 520
Kent Drive, Wentzville, Mo. Jay is
active in varsity wrestling and the
RHS Social-Academic Committee.
He is also a participating member of
the Society of Petroleum Engineers.
His hobbles include cars and playing
Wargames. We, the members of the
RHA believe that Jay deserves to be
honored by being made a Student
Knigbt or the Courl of St. Patrick.

Steve Ford
G_D.1.
GDI is proud to present as their
1978 SI. Pat's Knighting Candlate,
Stephen P. Ford. Steve is serving as
president of the Independent's
organization on the UMR campus.
He was selected because of the work
he has done organizing the many
activities sponsored for the benefit
of its members.
Steve has also been active in other
organizations as he has served as
president of ASCE, member of
Theta Tau Omega, Blue Key
Fraternity, Tau Beta Pi, Chi Epsilon,und 1HZ.

Howard Hemmann
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The members or Tech-Engine
Club take great pride In presenting
Howard N. Hemmann to be knighted
in the service or St. Patrick in 1978. A
senlor in civil engineering at UMR,
Howard
has
supported such
organizations as the American
Society 01 Civil Engineers and GOI,
as well as the ClUb. Serving TechEngine Club as Business Manager In
1977 and 1978, he devoted many more
hours to the club than his duties
required or him. His contributions
will remain here long after he has
gone.
Howard is the son 01 Mr. and Mrs.
August Hemmann or Uniontown,
Missouri, and a graduate or
Perryville High School. He will
receive his Bachelor of Science
degree in December or this year. We
at Tech-Engine are proud to call
Howard "one or us" as we bestow
upon him the Club's highest honor.

Larry Shlpers
Lambda Chi Alpha
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The Brothers or Lambda Chi
Alpha take extreme pride In
presenting Larry Ray Shipers as
their honorary Knight or St. Patrick.
Larry has a Bachelor's degree in
Mechanical Engineering from UMR
and Is now enrolled In graduate
school.
As an undergraduate, Larry was
actively Involved In a wide variety of
extracurricular pursuits, including
Alpha Phi Omega, Theta Tau
Omega, Circle K, Blue Key, Gamma
Alpha Delta (serving as president),
and the Interfraternity Council,
where he was Treasurer. Within
Lambda Chi Alpha, Larry was
elected as president and as vicepresident, and was Instrumental in
the development 01 our public affairs program.
For his achievements, Larry has
received many honors. He was voted
Freshman of the Year, and elected
to Phi Eta Sigma and Who's Who in
American Colleges and Universities.
He also received nomination as
outstanding
undergraduate
in
Lambda Chi Alpha.
We feel Larry's record of service
and involvement illustrates his firm
commitment to his lriends, the
school, and the community and feel
he Is truly deserving of this honor.

Mike Bell
Blue Key

TomCalzone
Theta Xi

The members of the UMR chapter
or Blue Key National Honor
Fraternity are proud to present our
197/j St. Pat's Knight, Michael Bell.
Mike has been selected because of
his outstanding accomplishments as
a Blue Key leader. His most recent
achievements have been his election
Into Who's-Who and his prominent
abilities as current Blue Key
President more than justify our
choice 01 Mike Bell for this honor as
a knight of St. Pat. Mike comes from
Florissant and is a senior
graduating In May in Mechanical
Engineering.

Tom Calzone, the knighting
candidate lrom Theta XI, will have
that distinct pleasure 01 meeting
"Alice" lace to lace, so to speak.
Tom Is a senior majoring In Llle
Science, and was an easy selection
to receive this honor, his hard work
and inspirational leadership will
long be remembered. The men 01
Theta XI proudly present our
deserving Knight. Tom, say hello to
Alice!

Pete Goldberg
~lpha EpSilon Pi
The men of Alpha Epsilon Pi
proudly present Peter Goldberg as
our Knight of St. Pat's. Pete has
proven by his leadership and involvement In the house that he Is
'worthy or this honor. lie has served
as Vice President, Secretary and
headed numerous committees. His
leadership and personality has
made him one of the outstanding
brothers of our chapter. We at AEPi
reel that no one else deserves this
honor more than pete_

Tim Kirschbaum
Sigma PI
Sigma Pi Fraternity Is proud to
announce that It has elected
Timothy D. Kirschbaum to receive
the coveted status of honorary
knight to St. Patrick.
Tim has been active in our house
the past lour years and has served
as vice-president, secretary, and
pledge trainer as well as holding
numerous committee chairs. He is
currently representing US In the IFC
where he serves as judicial board
chairman. Last semester he served
as chairman of the annual IFC Fall
Cleanup.
A member 01 M-Club, Tim was a
varsity swimmer for two years and
is an outstanding intramural
athlete.
The men at Sigma Pi feel that Tim
has been a great asset to our
fraternity and are happy to see him
rewarded as one or the few extraordinary Miners to become
Honorary Knights.

Dennis Kinchen
Beta Sigma Psi
The Men or Beta Sigma Psi are
proud to present our 1978 St. Pat's
Knight Dennis John Kinchen. Dennis
Is a graduating senlor In Mechanical
Engineering and Is from St. Louis.
Dennis has been selected because 01
his many accomplishments in his
career here at the University of
Missouri at Rolla. Just this past
semester he was the President of
Beta Sigma PSi, the President or the
Interfraternity Council, and the
National Outstanding Active of Beta
Sigma Psi. He was the Freshman of
the Year for 1974 and has held many
oCrlces In our House and in other
campus
organizations.
These
achievements are more than enough
to warrant Dennis the Honor of
being a Knight or saint Patrick.

Ethan Chamberlain
PI Kappa Alpha
The Men of Pi Kappa Alpha have
chosen Ethan Chamberlain as their
St. Pat's Kngiht lor 1978. "Big E ' is a
Senior
majoring
In
Civil
Engineering and Is currenUy serving as president of Pi Kappa Alpha
and the Interfraternity Council.
His list or past accomplishments
Include: Vice-President, Steward,
and Rush Chairman of PI Kappa
Alpha; Treasurer of Theta Tau
Omega; Director of the Student
Union Board's Public Relations
Committee as well as serving as
Vice-President of SUB;
and
memberships In Blue Key Honor
Fraternity and ASCE.
Ethan has a cumulative grade
point average of 2.5 and will receive
his B.S. degree In December 01 this
year.

~-----------------------

Enjoy
St. Pat's

ENGINEERS
Peace Corps needs civil, water resources, electrical,
mechanical, industrial engineers for volunteer projects in 69 nations. Help construct dams, roads,
disposal plants, irrigation systems in developing countries. Paid travel; monthly living allowance; health
care; 48 days paid vacation. Must be U.S. citizen,
single/married with no dependents. No upper age
limit. Contact the Peace Corps March 29, 30, Placement Center-Buehler Building.
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GOOD THRU MARCH 23, 1978
1
11202 N. BISHOP ROLLA, MO. 364·8998 1

------.COUPONI _ _ - - - _

1304 Pine Rolla
364-5880

Thanks For A Grea
THYEAR
23, 1953 to
March 23, 1978

HAPPY
ST. PAT'S
from

The Top
Hat Lounge
Rolla
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Spotlight___
_ -On St. Pat
By LINDA PONZER

everybody." He also said that
the overall spirit of St. Pat's Is
being preserved.
Rusty commented that the
spirit shown by freshmen
"varies from organization to
organization." He also said that
the Board; "doesn't force freshman to carry shillelaghs it is up
to the organizations," to which
they belong.
"Meeting townspeople and
the supporters of St. Pats" Is
what Rusty has enjoyed most
thus far about being St. Pat.
Rusty reflected upon what he
felt would change in the St.
Patrick's Day celebration; he
said that, he ·thought . "townspeople would take a more
active role," in St. Pat's
festivities.

St. Pat for 1978 is Rusty
Goldammer. It will be his duty
to reign over all of this
weekends festivities. He will
ride down the streets of Rolla on
a manure spreader drawn by
his faithful followers, this
Saturday at 11:00 a.m.
Rusty belongs to Beta Sigma
Psi Fraternity, Theta Tau
Omega, Alpha Phi Omega, Blue
Key and ASCE, as well as being
current President of the SL
Pat's Board. Last year Rusty
served as Publicity Chairman
for the Board. He is a Civil
Engineering student.
Part of his duty as President
of the Board is to act as coordinator of the twenty-four
~~~~~,,;;;~~~~~~~~~~~ committees which head up the
As a final note, Rusty said; "I
festivities. Rusty said that he
Rusty Goldhammer...
and the Board were trying to hope everyone can sit back and
make this years celebration enjoy this celebration for what
(Photo by Richardson) "more
appealing
to it/s."

... St.Pat
( Photo by Richardson)

St. Patrick--Erin
Go Braugh
ByTERRl LEWIS
The story of St. Patrick has
been
embroidered
and
decorated to the point that at
time it becomes difficult to tell
the truth from the colorful
legends that have grown. around
him down through the centuries. The true story is simple
and dry; the myths add enjoyable flavor to the tale.
Near the end of the fourth
century, the Irish, in raids
against the people of Gaul and
Britain, brought back among
their captives a boy of sixteen to
work as a slave. The boy, while
he was still a servant, tending
swine and
serving four
bouseholds, experienced a
spiritual change and became
deeply devoted to the Christian
teachings of his childhood.
After six years of captivity the
boy, called Patricius, or
Patrick, escaped from Ireland
to France. He studied for 18
years and then was made a
bishop. Moved by a vision to
work toward the conversion of
the Irish people, he returned to
the land of his captivity. The
saint spent his life teaching
Christianity and performing
miracles for the people of
Ireland.
Before the end of the seventh
century Patrick had become the
basis of many Irish legends.
One of the greatest of these, and
certainly one of the most
popular on the UMR campus, Is
that he drove all the poisonous
snakes out of Ireland. Supposedly he made the Irish soil
so deadly to serpents that the
very touch of it killed them.
Another legend says that one
cold morning the saint and his
followers were on a mountain
without fuel for a fire. Patrick
told them to gather up a a pile of
snow and ice, which he
breathed on, turning it instantly
into a warm and pleasant fire.
It sounds like he must have
been drinking some of the tea
we have around here.
The shamrock has an important place in Irish legendry.

It Is believed that St. Patrick

used this three-leaved plant in
his teachings to symbolize the
mystery of the Trlnlty. Today it
has become the national flower
of Ireland and is traditionally
worn in hats on St. Patrick's
Day.
'
There are some much more
incredible stories surrounding
the -saint. One says that when
banishing the snakes and toads,
St. Patrick chained a monster
serpent in a lake and told him to
remain there until Monday.
Every Monday morning to this
day the serpent calls out in
Irish, "It is a long Monday,
Patrick." <Wouldn't you if you
had been chained in a lake for
sixteen centuries? )
Another widely disputed story
tells that St. Patrick first taught
the Irish the art of distillation.
If this is true, UMR certainly
chose an appropriate patron
saint!

Hartsfield, which consists of: Artie Baldacci, Greg Biela, Fred Dobbs, J.e. Haitsfield,
Perry Jordan and Phil Lucafo play easy listening melodies of pure enjoyment.
This group make all their decisions with the grace that comes only with long practice.
. This concert will be held on Saturday at 7: 30 p.m. in Multi-Purpose Building. Tickets
will be available atthe door, only with a valid UMR 10, for one dollar. Two tickets may be
purchased per 10.
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Effective 2-2-78, aU classified ads will be printed free of charge as
long as length is kept within reason. Deliver all ads to the Miner
Office, Bldg. T-l before 9 p.m. Monday of the week of the issue that
the ad is to ~ lLrlnt~.(t!!!,
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Would someone please explain to me the fragmented
schedule of breaks, non-breaks,
near-breaks and vacations we
are now undergoing? As I understand It, we have two days
off for St. Pat's, no days off for
Easter, and a disembodied
week off for spring break one
week after Easter. With a
minimal amount of juggling we
could've had; two days off for
St. Pat's, followed by the
weekend, then a week off
completely, with Easter at the
end of the spring recess. Why
not? Wouldn't it be nice not to
have to attend Monday classes
after St. Pat's? Gonna be a lot
of no-shows and red-eyes. As it
Is, you drive home for Easter
and get less than a weekend for
that, then repeat the process
one week later. Wasteful on gas,
for sure, and the week In between is a ~ drag, being
sandwiched between holidays.
Next year, you know, we won't
have any break from the start
of classes, until Green Week. If
next winter is like this past one,
I'll be completely insane by
March first. I don't understand,
I'm confused.
Avoiding this sort of CosmiC
Dance is what student govern-

ment is supposed to be doing, or
at least trying to do. Not that I
realized what was happening
any earlier than our StuCo
folks. Nobody's perfect, but our
elected representatives should
certainly be on guard for tlte
lesser details of life at UMR
that seem to cause the greatest
annoyance. Classes beginning
In the middle of the week,
fragmented break schedules,
moving the drop deadline to an
absurdly early date in the name
of "efficiency," (For who?) not
knowing when your finals are
going to be held until late in the
semester, etc., etc.~ should all
have never come to pass, much
less be the usual state of affairs.
'Nuffsaid.

per capita brew consumption
title. Like I said, hic!
Now I wanna tell ya, sure and
gomorrah, that I hope you all
have at St. Pat's that's marvelous beyond comoute, and I
leave you with this parting
poWim for the set at St. Pat's :
Make St. Pat's great...
in seventY-ilight,
by swill in' it straight,
with one hand or two.
The Extravaganza,
a beer-drinker's bonanza,
won't be the same sans ya,
so you come out, too.
'Though the mud will be sloppy,
and yer brain might be floppy,
no one can copy,
the boozin' we'll do.

On to more pleasant topics.
(hic (Sic» Hoc (soc)? Anyway,
by the time you read this, If you
can read at all, the celebrations
will be well under way, if not
under
water.
The
Extravaganza looks like a good
place to try out some swamp
transportation technology! The
Green Machine has done their
usual fine job of preparation,
and I, for one, am looking
forward to making a personal
effort to help Rolla uphold its

Don:t forget the parade,
that's where Saturday's made,
I'll be up in the shade,
hopln' skies will stay blue.

A.nnounc.ngourSunday
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lARRY VANCE
Our President

Electronic Laboratories
807 Rolla Street
Rolla, Missouri 65401
364-4332

(midnite) - John Martyn "One
I had hoped that we would get
an overwhelming response to World"
FRANK BURGESS
What ever happened to
the call for album requests,
however, to date we have only Flipped?
lab
Technician
gotten one (which by the way
was immediately played>. The Happy st. Pat's
Ward Silver, poetic license P1offer is still good. If you have an Kirby
17-16812
album that you would like to
hear please drop us a line. We
here at KMNR would like to • To a great St. Pat's Parade produc ed and .
hear from you. Once again I
directed by the somber, SOBER. UMR
remind you to send the letter
St. Pa t's Board. We of McDonald's salute you
attn. Music Director.
for chasing the snakes out of Rolla:
By the time that you read
this, the St. Pat's weekend
P.S. I also kissed the Blarney Stone,
should be well under way, and
..
David OWeinbaum.
hopefully you are sober enough
__ MON ___ ~~ I!! ~ . - __ .1!fD -~
SUN
to read these few words, but I
'2
II
hope that you aren't too sober,
or whatever you might be on at
lOU' of
w.n" b i g 01
, tdn ; } ou' 01 1..... n"
Rom"nticS#fI,ngFo'
the moment. There are still a lot
bU'ger : loul01 l . win"
TlleF"m . lv
br uk ' .U.t p m 9p. m
t pm ,.t pm
of activities going on and you
won't want to miss any of them.
cause if you do, you won't know
what you've missed.
Anyway, here are the special
L. "<j h lor ]0
albums to be played for the
....
IIlan
L~U'~":::;"~::~IIe
week of3-19 thru 3-23:
Card.n",ccel"t. ,ru
' pm .'pm
SUNDA Y
3-19:
Seven's
w.,,,
I"e
pU'
C
",le
01 "ny
la'ge s"nd .... cll and
(Midnite)
John Coltrane
•
Sun
Mc Oon.ld ·. A.....
'"
"Alternate Takes"
MONDAY 3-20: · Afternoon 12
Delight (4 p.m. ) - Judas Priest
"Stained Glass", Rolling Bozo
Revue (midnite) Brian Auger
"Straight Ahead"
TUESDAY 3-21 : Afternoon
Delight (4 p.m. ) - U.F.O. "n",
19
Undergound Theatre (midnite)
- Cat Stevens "Tea for the
Tillennan"
WEDNESDA Y 3-22 :
Afternoon Delight (4 p.m.) B.T.O. "Street Action", Music
~ 31
Appreciation 90 - Who knows? ,
30
28 TRICK NilE
29
The IlIad (midnite) - Caroline
OO.M.",c T. ln
~';~':I,~ ,,~~;:o,;:'~u~:.'~ I
Peyton "Caroline Peyton"
I" ug",ng
Hy t nl • •
t pm tp, m
. pm 'pm
!
THURSDA Y 3-23: Afternoon
Tiu p eople
~I~~:.":'~~·Y "0:' P~~~~;:I~ I ~:: ~~rU."ug",l:~!
McOonlld ·.Lo ... .
Deoght (4 p. m. ) - Vassar
I " Enl
. ...U I .,de,
n 91
You Too'
;U;d:~',
~01
'
P:lt~
~O,
! tllyu"YOU
,IIMc Oirou
n d I", 10wn
MU\I
;)I>#(o m ing,
LOOK
Clements " Crossing the Catoni l d ' ,
.ell,
McOon,ld ' ,
p",pl"
urnr E mplovn
EASTER
SmUt • . n" .. , r a " own "
Gre.lSn.n lI"m,
" (". n lle
skills", Insomniacs Theatre

March

••

FRANK SMITH
Manager

RANCO, INC.

when you're back in September,
with your brain all dismembered,
how the freshmen carve timber,
while you get yourself limber,
at the end of the winter,
for St. Pat, green and true.

ybe

Miner Staff Photo

Your Rolla Electronic's Experts
If It's Electronic...We Can Repair It

Watchin' Knights go in Alice,
although without malice,
makes New Jacklin a place,
unless they grab you.

So just you remember,

ice.
kets

It's "Top of th' morning" when the Board paints Pine Street
green.

The Games, held on Friday,
will surely make my day,
though I won't go the dry way,
by packin' in brew.

Keep it mellow on Sunday,
get the hangover to run 'way,
but you got it the fun way,
like you knew you would do.

eld,

FOR SALE: Two sllghUy used elevators, guaranteed obsolete.
Enough cable for eight floors. The perfect gift for those who love to
climb stairs. Call Otis at 341-4921.
WANTED: A 4th person for a bowling team of the college bowl
league at Colonial Lanes. Mon. night 9:00-12 :00. For information
please contact Jeannette Phillips at 341 -3357.
NEEDED: Riders to Texas over spring break. Call 364-1217: For
Houston area ask for Mick ; for Tyler area ask for Terry.
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Tholl in the rural a reas, cattle ranch er s

are a mong our best customers, Primaril y
because w e bu y ONL Y U, S. DOMESTIC
CA TTLE and use NO FILLERS in our
Ground Beef ,
Me Dona Id 's

uses

no

more

perce nt fa l in its burgers.

than

18,6

"McDona ld ' s Is Our Name
Truth In Ad ve rfising is our Gam e,"

Birthdays
Saa de Harb- March 1
lol a Mol le e- March 6
K er ry West- Mar ch 7
Laurie Loomis- March 7
Ma r y Johnson- Ma r ch 20
Neal Womac k-March 1 1
Ma rtin Weinbaum- March 28

Crew Member Of Month
CAROL MATUKEWICZ
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Drink...
Drink...

Drink...

Drink...

Drunk III

This- year's: QUeen
Rolla will reian over
saint of 'e ngineers, to
A total of 25 young
organizations at UMR.
series of interviews by mem~1IiI
Coronation of the queen
ceremonies preceding the
candidates will have places
Pat's parade ml'ftllinn
The annual St.
academic year at
The 1978 candidates

JANET KING
Pbl Kappa 'Ibeta
Representing Phi Kappa Theta is Janet King.
a junior at the University of Missouri-Columbia
majoring In accounting.
Since recently transferring from Ihe
University of Missouri-Rolla. she has joined the
Association of Accounting Students and Phi Chi
Theta. a women's business organization.
While a student here in Rolla. Janet was
PresIdent of Little Sisters of Phi Kappa Theta,
was an active member of Kappa Delta Sorority.
served on Panhellenlc Committees, and was on
the Hospitalily Committee of Student Union
Board.
Her Interests Include water skiing. bicycling.
gymnastics, and partying:
Janet Is very pleased and honored in having
been selected as the St. Pat's Queen Candidate
for the men of Phi Kappa Theta.

MEIJSCIA REESE

o~a"'u

The Brothers
proudly present
Miss Melissa Reese as our candidate for the 1m
st. Pat's Queen of Love and Beauty.
Melissa, a lovely 19 year old, Is currently a
freshman here at UMR majoring In Mechanical
Engineering. She Is from Florissanl, Mo .. where
she aUended McCluer North High School.
Melissa Is very active here at UMR. She is a
timer for the UMR swim team. secrelary of the
outdoor recreation commltlee at TJ. secretarytreasurer of second Ooor TJ, a spring pledge at
ZTA. and a little sister Of Sigma Nu. In her spare
time. Melissa enjoys swimming. running,
bicycling, and music.
With all her activities, beauty. and charm. the
Men of SI~ma Nu feel that Melissa would be an
excellent queen at the 70th St. Pat's celebration.

CINDIMONDS
TJHA

Miss Clndl Monds, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Paul Monds of Arnold, Missouri. is representing
Thomas Jefferson Hall Association in the St.
Pat's Queen Contest. She Is currently a freshman
enrolled In Engineering Management here at
UMR. Clndl Is a t977 graduate of ~'ox High
Schoolin Arnold.
Clndlls quite active on campus at UMR. She is
a Little Sister at Phi Kappa Theta Fraternity and
she Is also a cheerleader for the varsity
basketball \eam. Clndl enjoys practically all
sports, and her hobbles Include scuba di vlng,
dancing. gymnastics, and antique cars. The men
and women of 'Ibomas Jefferson Hall feel ' that
Cindl would be an eU'ellent choice for the Queen
of Love and Beauty.

Lisa Marie Fanz, a St. Louis resident and a
sophomore student at St. Louis University. Is
presently majoring In Physical Therapy . Lisa
loves people and cares enough to go beyond her
limits to help them. Her heart-warming smile
and her sincere personality makes it easy for
everyone to call her a friend. Besides being an
outstanding student, Lisa finds time to be<.-ome
active in her sorority, Gamma Phi Beta. where
she was voted President of her pledge class.
Swimming, water skIIng. and1:amplng are jusl a
few of her special Interests. Above all. Lisa
enjoys having a good time especially when here
atUMR.

Delta Tau Delta

Representing Delta Tau Delta Is Cathy Bertnotll, daughter of Dr. and Mrs. E .C. Bertnolli.
Route 4, Rolla. Cathy Is a 1976 graduate of Rolla
High School and Is presently enrolled at UMR
majoring In laboratory technology. Last year,
before transferring to UMR, Cathy attended
Southwest Missouri State University In
Springfield where she was a member of Sigma
Sigma Sigma Sorority. UlIDn graduation. Cathy
plans on getting a real .e state and brokers
license. In the fall of 1976,Cathy was one of the 12
tina/Isla In the Miss Missouri Pageant. Her
hobbles Include tennIs. riding horses,

JANETRIMMEY
KappaAlpba
Janet Rlmmey Is the outstanding candidate for
St. Pat's Queen selected by the Brothers of
MARGIE SMITH
Lambda QII AIpba
Kappa Alpha Order. A sophomore in Computer
The men of Lambda Chi Alpha are proud to
Science at the University of Missouri-Rolla. this
present
Margie
Smith as their 1978 St. Pat's
very .charmlng and vivacious young lady from
St. Louis, Missouri-.is 5'4" tall with brown hair _queen candidate. Margie is a freshman from
Kansas City. Missouri, majoring In Mechanical
and green eyes.
Engineering with a minor in Spanish.
Janet shows her interests and enthusiasm by
Margie Is an active member of the Crescents
being an active member and serving as memof Lambda Chi Alpha. She is also very active in
bership chairman of Zeta Tau Alpha Sororj'v as
sports, as she enjoys playing volleyball.
well as being social chairman for our own Ill.: '
basketball, and softball. Outdoor activities such
stster group, the Daughters of Lee.
as waterskIIng, swimming. and trampolininll are
The men of Kappa Alpha feel that Janet's
among her favorites.
presence as Queen would compliment this year's
We feel that with her outgoing personality and
st. Patrick's Day activities.
natural beauty. Margie would make an eXl'ellcnt
choice for 1978SI. Pat's queen.

LlSAFANZ .
Delta SIgma Pbl

CATHYBERTNOLLI

EDIE ROBERTS
The men of PI Kappa Alpha are pleased to
present Miss Laura Boland as their 1978 St. Pat's
Queen Candidate. Laura Is a striking. I!l-year-old
brunelle who halls from the St. Louis suburb of
Spanish Lake. She Is currently studying to be a
Legal Assistant at Florissant Valley Community
College and plans to graduate this spring. At ~'Io
Valley she has been active in the ~'uture
Secretaries of America and served as a student
gove~ment representative. During her free
time she enjoys swimming, skIIng, and boating.
We feel that Laura's charming personality and
good-looks make her the Ideal girl to serve the
studenla of UMR as the Queen of Love and
Beauty.

Campus Club
The members of. Campus Club are proud to
have lovely Miss Edle Roberts of Blue Sprlnlls.
Mo.. as their representative for the 1978 St. Pat's
queen candidate. Edie. a sophomore. recently
transferred to UMR from Missouri Western. She
Is a Physical Education major interested In
teaching gymnastics.
Edle has been a cheerleader much of her life.
She participated all through high school. at
Missouri Western and for the Kansas City Chiefs.
She was also a member of the Kansas City
Royals "Royalelles". Edle enjoys swimming.
JoainI and gymnastics, as well as cookinll and
aewi....
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NANCYIHNRICHS
Beta SIpJa Pal

DIANE HASSENPLUG
TbetaXl

MARGIE THOMAS
GD!

We, the members of GDl proudly present our
1978 queen candidate, Margie '!bomas. Margie is
from Rolla and is currently enrolled as apart·
time student at UMR. One day she hopes to be an
aCCOlUltanl.
Margie enjoys the outdoors, especially hor·
seback riding, jogging, bicycling, tennis, and
SWImming. Besides these activities, she has
competed In volleyball, basketball and track.
She Is also an avid sports car enthusiast. The
car of her dreams Is a Datsun 2IIOZ.
We .....
to have Margie ...resenting
UU.I·as OIII'III-:1"al'SQueen caadldateof 111711.

Alpha Psi Chapter of Theta Xi Fraternity IS
proud to present Ms. Diane Hassenplug as their
candidate for SI. Pat's Queen of 1978. Diane .. a
5'2" bruneUe from Kansas City. is a fellow
student here at UMR. She is preparing for her
mechanical engineer by co-lIping as a student
engi~r wi\h Phillips Petroleum in .·air(ax.
Kansas.
In her spare time, Diane's inlerests include
bowling, water-skiing, snow·skiing, racquetball.
and air hockey. And. weather permitting. she
likes nothing better than a long, pleasant ride on
her "pride and Joy" - her shiny Kawasaki 400.
Having participated in the SI. Pat's activities
in previous years. Diane is an ideal represen·
tative of the true spirit of St. Pat's.

The men of Beta Sigma Psi take great prIde

III

presenting Miss Nancy Hinrichs as their 1978 SI.
Pal's queen candidate. This 20 year old. blueeyed blonde beauty is currently a sophomore at
Southwest Mo. State University majoring in
social work.
Nancy's interests include camping. dancing
and sports, especially volleyball. She is active in
intramurals at SMSU and also a member of
Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority.
Although Nancy is from out-of·town. she is
very familiar with UMR, for she seldom misses a
party weekend. WIth her warm and outgoing
personality. the men of Beta Sigma Psi feel
Nancy would make an ideal queen of love and
beauty.

bono..-

MAUREEN MURPHY
KappaSlpJa

We the men of Kappa Sigma are proud to
present Maureen Murphy as our St. Pat's Queen
We feel that Maureen is best qualified
•
candidate.
KATHIALLEN
because of her natural beauty. unsui'passable
IIateI
charm and outgoing personality.
'Ibe rgembers of the Association of Married
Maureen. a native SI. Louisian. is attending
Students are proud to present Kathi Allen as
tbetr Queen Candidate for the 1978 SI. Pat's UMR pursuing a career in chemical engineering.
Along with being a member of AICH": and the
fesUvltles.
Kathl's home has included "SUch places as Mines Staff, Maureen is a very active member 01
Queens. New York City, New York and Wilton, Kappa Sigma's little sister program. Maureen is
Conneticul. She is currently a sophomore at the very interested in skiing. swimming. horseback
University of MlssourI·RoIla majoring in riding and animals.
With all these things going lor her we leel she
Mechanical Engineering. Kathl's favorite ae·
is
candidate for St. Pat's
Uvitieslncludeceramics, raquetball, antiqueing,
and aUendlng Broadway musicals. Because of
her friendly manner and special charm we leel
that Kathi would be the ideal choice for the St.
Pat's Queen of Love and Beauty.

SANDY SEWELL
Teeb-EII&IDe

Tech·Engine <'1ub proudly announces Ms.
Sandy Sewell as its candidate for the 1978 St.
Pat's Queen. Sandy Is the «!aughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Raymond Sewell of SI. Louis. Missouri .
The pretty. dark·haired. blue-eyed candidate
is presently a sophomore in nursing at Southwe:t
MIssouri State University.
When not busy with her nursing aelivities.
Sandy enjoys several interests and hobbies
which inclUde tennis, macrame, bicycling, and
skiing.
An Aquarian. Sandy celebrated her 20th biro
thday on February 5. She is 5'4". weighs 110
pounds. and is an excellent choice as the Tech·
Engine candidate.

---

The Men of Alpha Epsilon Pi are proud to
IUIIIGWlce Miss Susan '!bomas as our candidate
for the 1978 Saint Pat's Queen of Love and
Beauty. Susan is from Indianapolis, Indiana and
is currently a sophomore at William Wood's
College in Fulton wherc she is majoring in
Special and Elementary ":ducation. Miss
Thomas Is active on campus having been a
cbarter pledge of the Delta Gamma .'raternity
for women and an employee of the school
of her other interests include
tflI.IQIi!'~~IfII·ng,and music. WefeelSUsun will
Salnl<:Pal~'s .with

I

I

We the men 01 the Alpha Iota Chapter of the
Sigma P i Fraternity proudly announce Jeanne
Arcynskl to be our candidate for the t978 SI.
Pat·sQueen.
Jeanne, a resident of SI. Louis. is a former
UMR co-ed now permanently employed by
Grossman Contracting Co. of SI. Louis.
Jeanne is a six foot one. green-eyed. brown
haired beauty who obviously stands above the
rest of the candidates. In addition she.possesses
an enchanting sinile with a personality to match.
Jeanne is an extremely outgoing and active
person and enjoys participating in Virtually all
sports. Her favorttes are field hockey. volleyball.
andtra.
We of
smile anc.wlnlllllll """""".Ut·. 'mll'loo. 'Juor

PRlSCILLA
AaODGEits
Aeacla

The men of Acacia Fraternity proudly present
Miss Priscilla Rodgers as their SI. Pal's Queen
Candidate. Priscilla is the nineteen year old
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James Rodgers 01
Freeman. Mo. She is a 1976 graduate from
Midway High School. Valedictorian of her class.
and a member of the National Honor Society.
At present PrIscilla is Hving in Rolla and at·
tending a Nurses Training program at the area
VGcaUonal School. She is also a member of the
Missouri State Association Df Licensed Practical
'IIurses and. when she is not in school. works as
an aide at the Phelps County Hospital. Priscilla
enjoys working with people and regularly helps
on ,servie~lIIrojt!C\.E1 thJatthe Fraternity performs.

theSe.
PrlseiUa
W':~~:~;~I for SI.like
Pat's,
Q[UeiI!IL.;,'
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One of the privileg!,s of being St. Pat is the right to kiss any beautiful lady he wants
to ' •. or in some cases vice versa . It's UP to you to decide which case this is.
Photo by H. Burford

Alice--You've Come'A Long Way
ByUNDA PONZER
What has developed today
into a huge vat a nausiating
waist materials and dead
decaying animals had quite a
simple start, Back in the 40's
the knighting ceremony consisted of ducking the head of the
knightee lit a bucket of thick
"stuff." The ceremony that
started as little more than a
splash has become much more.
The knighting ceremony
received its nlckname of
"Allce" from the days when
there wasn't many CIH!ds on
campus. Today the name of
Allce is known far and wide and
in many different circles. But
few if any know, to this day
exactly why the name Alice was
chosen Instead of Betty or Ann.
It was not until the late SO's
that total submersion into a vat
filled with soured milk and
other spoDed items started.
After the Cambodian War the
Influx of Gl's on campus' jlave

the St. Pats celebration a new
flavor. ThIs was when the Alice
started
picking
up
its
reputation. That reputation that
still exists to this time.
The Board Reps, being exGl's were rough beer drinking
guys. Guys that had been
through the "hell" of a war and
had seen friends blasted away
to each side of them. This is
where the Boards roughness
had its origin.
In the 60's with the student
unrest concernlng Viet Nam,
the Boards celebrations involved most of the student
population.
Dead
animals
began appearing in the vat
during the 70's and the
traditions of painting the
Board's jackets started. Freshman where said to live in fear of
the Board and avoided campus
during the week preceeding St.
Pats.
Freslunen where required to
carry shillelaghs and to help rid

~ ~"!ll~~~~~\~'t~~... ~ ~ ... '"
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Courting St. Pat
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By TERRI LEWIS

Keep your eyes open for UHaul trucks this week, for more
than likely they will contain 11
board reps, 1 couch, and great
quantities of beer.
Those wild and rather woolly
St. Pat's Board representatives, who through the rest of
the year are only seen doing
relatively quiet things like
selling tickets and green, now
come rolling into the limelight.
And rolling is often the right
word. As part of the festivities,
the Board traditionally elects a
St. Patrick and his courI. The
Court consists of two Master
Guards, four Guards, two
Pages, a Herald, and a
Trumpeter. Equipped with
appropriate costumes and
plenty of lubrication for their
throats, the Courl members
avoid classes the week before
St. Pat's. Instead, they ride
around in a U-Haul taking care
of their various duties, including: having their picture
taken in front of many local
as
businesses;
knighting
honorary knights people- who
have supported the Board; and
putting smiles on the faces and
jingles in the pockets of
brewery owners.
The Court will also accompany St. Pat in leading the
parade. They are present for
the coronation of the Queen, and
have the privilege of throwing
deserving people Into our friend
Allce. They judge the contests
on Monday and Wednesday.
And they participate with the

~~~~~~

..

...

rest of the Board in lhe nightly
functions, Belly-Ups, and the
general rowdiness during the
week.
Members of the Courl this
year are: St. Pat, Rusty
Goldammer; Master Guard,
Dan Angeli and Greg Lang;
Guard John Diecker, Randy
Ganz, Sam Massey and Joe
• Tobin ; Herald, Rich Koch ;
P age, Greg Perkins and Pete
Telthorst; and Tumpeter, Ed
Banovic.

Go to their functfOllBShow some gumption I Set out to meet the
''WeeIde8i ' ;
ADd drIIIk some brew,
To &bow that you,
Are fit to wear their

campus of plastic snakes.
Various members of the Board
would go after freshmen that
didn't comply and attempt to
throw them into Frisco Lake.
After two decades of almost
terroristic rule the Board
started taming down. ThIs was
due In part to the change in
student personnel and stricker
rules were placed upon the
Boards actions.
There has been much
speculation upon the contents of
Alice. According to Mac
McKinniS, creator of Alice last
year, the following Is what
generally goes into Alice:
"Refuge or garbage from the
different
participating
fraternities and eating clubs
make of SO per cent of the
m1xt\ll"l!. While a combination
of barn animal excretion,
pelvitised chicken fat, grain,
spoiled milk, green ~
dye and straw make up the
other fifty per C!!nt with water
added till the right consistency
is reached."
Many
people
wish
to
eliminate Alice from the St.
Pats celebration completely,
yet thousands of students and
townspeople show up every
year to watch. Some compare
Alice to the days when
Christians where thrown to the
lions whilst the crowd lilPpiauded.

greenery.

warm;

"You've got four bits,
Youldlot,
Pay up ' 0 we'U do
harm."
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ADd if It's nIIbt.
YoujustlDiPt.
Break doWiI and go

COl

ADd scbooUII&
As priorities are last.
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Your coat means a lot,
You're DO longer a tot,
And as Junior Rep, you

JlO(

(

malntaiD,

lep

"They're heated in winter.
Yetroldlnsprtng,
But watch for the smell If it

th~

thE
be

rains."
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dis

And If you're O.K ••

Tophat, camage,
Mineshaft, Bruno'sHere ya chase all the
lasses;
You're getting IDlcouth,
And feeling quite loose,
And judge all the girls by
thelr- personalities.

•
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name: Greensllme..

PI'!

"A goodman,"

rot

You'U earn a

courtOne~eek-never sober,
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And when It's allover,
You'U be a disaster - of

He
alb

course!

r

You think It 's all fun,
But there's work to be
done,
And the board does more
thaD Its share;
Attend all the meetings
And work oa commlttees,
'lbere's _
COIIllJIg out of

of
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HAPPY ST. PAT'S

~!~

For Delivery Phone 364-2669

r•

A new crop again,
You picture yourself In
tbem;
Nowyouare _ _-.--.
ADdbave~:u",~~,~__.._!_
A seaior rep - mea
menl

TIme roDs byADd does It Byl It's jacket Intitlatloll time;
Your coat may smell,
But pride does swell;
As the board earns Us

-Greek Pizza
- Spaghetti
-Salad
-5% Beer
-Sandwiches

122 W _ 8TH STREET
ROllA, MO.

'!be new reps come In,

~:r~

FEATURES:

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
MON.-SUN. 4:00 P.M.-2:oo A.M.
SAT. OPEN FROM 11:00 A.M.

110

Go out and drink,
And raise a stink,
On Saturday and Sunday;
ADd Monday, Tuesday
Wednesday, Tbursday
and back again oaFrlday.

:II.

ALEX PIZZA PARLOR

year.

BenefIt movies
ADd ticket sales,
Your sales pitch Is so

Only time will tell what
direction " Alice" will take. If I
could make a prediction, I
would say that fifty years from
now UMR students will still
enjoy the knighting ceremony.
St. Pats Board is making
tomorrows memories today,
and will continue doing this in
the years to come_

e•

'Cau8etlme guesoa,
ADd It woo" be Ioag,
TIll you've back at It aeU

9-9 Mon_-Sat. Forum Plaza Shopping Center 364-5432

,-

ENGINEERS
Electrical. Industrial, Hydraulic. Civil Engineers. Surveyors needed
for overseas assignments_ Paid travel; monthly living allowance:
health care; 48 days paid vacation _ Mllst be U.s. citizen. single!
married with no dependents _ No upper age limit. Contact the Peace
Corps, March 29 & 30. Placement Center- Buehler Building_

,
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RUMOURS • •••
- The St. Pats Board has
been arrested for going too
far
in
its
Knighting
ceremony,
commonly
referred to as Alice. They
threw the people to be
knighted Into vats containing
undiluted
Frisco
Lake
water; none survived.

you

SAY YO/) ()(».)r IJANYTO uROW

A BERR.D TH 1S YEA R ?

Wonderland In Alice
By KAREN DOWNER
To be a Knight of St. Patrick
is a coveted title. Culminating
the beer busts and various
activities honoring the Knights
is the immersion in Alice. But
what really happens under the
surface?
One
anonymous
dunkee reports:
At first, I shivered because of
the sudden cold. I hit the bottom, and somehow, instead of
returning to the surface, I
continued
to
plummage
downward. Just when I thought
my lungs would burst for lack of
air, I landed on solid ground.
I opened my eyes and myself
face down in a patch of clover.
As I sat up, a group of little
green men with matching top
hats appeared by my side.
Leprechauns, I presumed. One
with a beard and a pipe studied
my green-drenched form. He
spoke to his companions, "Aye,
"tis another knight.' , They all
nodded in agreement.
One made a gesture in the air,
and a fountain appeared. The
leprechauns pushed me under
the shower. I soon discovered
the liquid was my favorite
beverage: beer. After I was
"baptized, ..
the
fountain
diSappeared
and
I
was
presented with a green satin
robe and bed down a path.
We came to a small clearing
where an old man was pouring
into goblets from a large jug.
He had a white beard and was
attired like a bishop of olden
times.
"Patrick, saint and salvation
of Ireland," a leprechaun announced. We all bowed in
homage. I was passed a goblet
and, taking a sip, I knew it was
whiskey.
St. Patrick shook my hand.
"Welcome to the Knighthood,"
he told me solemnly. Then he
smiled. "Now let's party."

Three beautiful women appeared.
"Meet
Maureen,
Colleen, and Kathleen. "
"Kiss .me, · I'm Irish," the
three spoke in unison.
I don't remember much of the
party; the Irish whiskey really
fogged up my brain. Too soon,
the little green men turned into
big Board Reps and I was being
pulled out of the vat and back to
reality.

- The first Male Queen of
Love & Beauty has been
crowned this year. Michael
Gayson, representing the
Gamma Alpha Psi Service
Fraternity wore a strapless
gown of crimson silk embossed
with
golden
shamlocks. He was attended
by six other lovelies.

lasted but two weeks,
Climaxing around March
17th.
UMR's Infinnary
suggests an Irish brew to
alleviate other symtoms.
Trees have been
-disappearing by the hundreds all around the Rolla
area,
being completely
uprooted from their familiar
surroundings. Some people
have taken to chaining their
trees to lamp posts and
sitting over them with
shotguns, to no aVail. When
will it stop f
- A strange little man
dressed in green and

surrounded by other men in
green sporting big phoney
black bears came to Rolla on
a manure spreader and rode
through town. A large group
of people gathered to watch
this curious procession.
- Grown men and women
have been spotted kissing a
large rather ugly stone In a
rather solemn fashion , after_
which they commenced to
talk in . a rather gibberish
tongue. The FBI have seized
the stone for examination to
see If it contains some illegal
drug.

University officials
have been unable to explain
. the current outbreak of
snakes on campus. They
contributed it in part to the
abundance of green showing
up on campus.
- A new and curious
ailment has stricken the coeds and fair skinned studens
on campus. Little green
shamrocks have begun
appearing
on
cheeks
everywhere. The cure appears to be soap and water.
In years past the ailment has

QUALITY CLEANERS
EXPERT CLEANING REASONABLY PRICED
108 W. 7th St.
Rolla, Mo. 65401

TEACHERS
MATH, CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS
Making important contributions overseas is what Peace Corps is all
about. New teachers, experienced teachers and retired teachers are
needed to direct classroom teaching in high schools and universities,
provide in·service training for local teachers. design curricula, write
textbooks, plan programs. Your know·how is crucial. Paid travel;
monthly li ving allowance; health care; 48 days paid vacation. Must
be U.S. citizen, single/married with no dependents. No upper age
limit. Contact the Peace Corps, March 29 and 30. Placement
Center-Buehler Building.

QUARTER POUND
BIG BRAZIER

13th & Bishop
Reg. U.S. Pat. Off. ,
Am. D.O. Corp. (e) Copyright 1978
Rolla. Mo.
Am. D.O. Corp.
No Coupon Needed- No limit
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OLDS CUTLASS FOR '78
"Special Terms & Prices For Graduating Seniors"
YOUR OlDS, BUICK. AMC/ JEEP DEALER

SCHWEISS MOTOR CO., INC.
500 Hwy. 63 South Rolla. Mo.
Open 8 to 8
Sat . Till 4 PM

Lee Three Piece
Suits For Easter

Basic
Levi Jeans
NOW 12.50
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An 66Interesting"
Challenge To UMR
for one reason : because st.
Patrick was an Engineer."
I send this to you wondering If
you can live up to all of the
traditions Mr. O'Reilly told me
of. I find It hard to believe that
you can fill up the fence Mr.
O'Reilly described. That's a lot
of liquor and I'D be checking the
Sunday of St. Pat's to see for
myself.

By STEVE SONTAG
This Is an interview with
Patrick O'Reilly, one of my
hometown neighbors. He told
me about St. Patrick's Day and
some of the best he's experienced. I thought It might
prove interesting for the typical
Rolla student.
"st. Patrlcks Day, Ab yes,
'tis a grand ole time . . 'Tis
amazing
how
American's
celebrate our famous Irishman.
1be enthusiasm Is strong here
In America, especially among
those who were originally born
In Ireland. But most of all I'm
especially amazed at the enthusiasm
of youth-coDege
students In particular.
"You know most everybody
thinks of Notre Dame when they
think of an Irish college town,
but me, I think of the Missouri
School of Mines In Rolla,
Missouri. Oh sure, at Notre
Dame, when St. Patrick's Day
rolls around, everybody hits
1be Ubrary, and various other
bars but 'tis mainly just the
students. 'TIs a good party but
'tlsn't the best I've been to on
St. Patrick's Day.
"I remember back In 1949, In
my younger days, I was planning on going back to Notre
Dame again when Nancy and
Elaine, two very pretty girls I
knew from Kentucky, told me
they were headed for Rolla, and
asked me to join them. How
could I refuse two good lookin'
girls. We went and I had one of
the best St. Pat's I've ever had.
"Hundreds of people converged on MSM that year to join
the students and even a good
majority of the town's people In
celebrating the patron saint of
engineering. 'Twas crazy!
"They had someone dressed
up as St. Patrick, come In town
on a railroad handcar and then
everyone went to the bar. Many
of the fraternities had prepared
cudgels for St. Patrick,
something I hadn't seen since I
was a chlld back In Ireland.
Then there 'twas a parade, a
very tmpresslve parade. It
started with students painting
the main street green, and It
had students puShIng st.
Patrick down the street atop a
manure spreader. Ab, what
sight 'twas. Many of the
fraternities
and
campus
organizations built floats for
the parade. 'Twas very impressive.
"They also had some kind of
an election for a queen they
called "The Queen Of Love And
Beauty" along with a formal
kind of knighting of certain
gentlemen Into a special
organization. Bother were very
Impressive. I remember very
distinctly that most everyone
was either drinking or drunk all
weekend long. 'Twas a very
good party, all weekend.
"When we ieft Sunday, we
went past the chancelor's house
In town and that was when I told
myself I'd come back the next
year. You see, In front of the
house was a fence, an Iron
picket fence. ThIs fence was
about 200 feet long and the
pickets were about 4 Inches
apart. I'll never forget seeing
all of those empty fifth bottles
upside down on that fence.
"All those things that happened that weekend happened

\

·-e

Will you see this fenc\! adorned with empty liquor bottles answering the challenge?
.
.
Photo by Richardson

I.
H ere 10
T. S"
,mnnrts&8y., ..............................
i Christopher Jewelers i
~
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By MARILYN KOLBET

Imports, apparently a recent
rage at UMR, were not always
so popular. In the beginning,
they were brought down as
dates for St. Pat's. However,
never would one get the honor of
being St. Pat's queen. Never the honor always belonged to
the Rolla girls. Never - until
1935.

About this time, according to
some local old timers, the peace
was disturbed. Appearing on
the scene was a queen candidate who just happened to be
the daughter of the mayor of St.
Louis. Her appearance has been
bluntly described as "looking
like the back of an ice truck."
For reasons that only
speculation can satisfy, this
particular import was elected
St. Pat's queen. Though this

didn't sit very well with the
townspeople, It was the start of
a trend. It was the start of the
age of the imports.
Girls from allover would
come on the 5:00 Thursday
train. It was the start of the
celebration and the entire town
arrived at the depot to see
them.
Interestingly enough, the
girls stayed at the fraternity
houses of their boyfriends. The
guys had to find lodging
elsewhere. Ab .. .those were the
days.
. Sure enough, Alice was there
at St. Pat's but it didn't have a
name: It was plainly, explicitly
described as "the green slime."
The Green Sheet was around
and going by the same name.
However, it was reportediy
more vicious and vulgar than it
is presently. Back then it
spared nobody and nothing.

Rolla Craft-Hobby.
1009 Pine Rolla, Mo. 364-5581

: 805 Pine Rolla, Mo. 364-2264:

•._-_••••••••••••••••••••••••••4•
1 HORSE BOOKSTORE
We Buy & Sell Used Books
207 W. 11th In The Thomos Building

Russell's Town & College
713 Pine Street

. Rolla, Mo. 65401
Phone 364-2323

CARRIAGE LOUNGE
Thurs., Fri. & Sat., 11:00 -1 :00

DISCO
Open Sundays
1 PM-9:30 PM

HOLY WEEK ACTIVITIES
**BIBLE STUDY**

We did this

to drive home
a point.

I

~onday, Tuesday, VVednesday
~arch 20, 21, 22-7:00-7:45 P.~.

At The VVesley Found<;Jtion
403 VV. 8th Street

**MAUNDY THURS. COMMUNION**
7 p .~. ~arch 23 at both
First Presbyterion Church-919 E. 10th Street
First United Methodist Church-8th & Main Streets

**NOONDAY MINISTERIAL**
**ALLIANCE SERIES**

.

Waterbeds are strong.
Of course we don'l recommend parking your car on a
waterbed VVaterbeds were developed for only one reason
GIving you the ultimate In sleeping comfort A warm, comlortable mghrs sleep IS whal a walerbed is all about. They
come In a vanety of stylish designs to complement your
bedroom decor. Sure. waterbeds are strong But more Important, when eqUipped. With a Safeway waterbed heater,
waterbeds give you a great
~
nigh!"s sleep. To lesl drive a \.V
waterbed ... see Us.
the heater people .

SAFEWAY

Happine u ... a warm waterbed.

COMFORT DESIGNS
A Better Way To Sleep
(314) 364-6560 Open 10:30-9:30
612 Lanning Rd. Rolla, Mo.
an aulhouled Saleway cwaler

~onday thru Thursday, ~orch 20-23

12:25-12:55

P.~.

At First Presbyterion Church-919 E. 10th Street

**GOOD FRIDAY SERVICE**
8 P.~. ~arch

24

At First Baptist Chruch-7th & Cedar

**EASTER SUNRISE SERVICE**
6:30 A.~. ~arch 26
At Solem Avenue Baptist Church-703 E. Hwy. 72
THEME: "Lost Days of Jesus"
United Ministries in Higher Education

Wedaesday, Milch IS, 1978
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IISNAKES ALIVE/II
Shisss, shisss, Well hello
there; this Is Irving the
president of the Snakes Board.
It's my duty to reguJate the
conditions underwhlch my
followers participate in your St.
Pats celebration. This year my
people have had to work in subzero weather and in the Ice and
snow. Believe me if I had not
signed a contract we would not
have come at all.
Why just last Wednesday 144
of my people went to Rolla to
help kick off the beginning of

their celebration. They wanted
to get 288 but I thought that was
two gross a beginning.

Not many of you people
realize just how difficult It can

be being a snake. I get blamed
for everything. who got the
blame when Adam and Eve
blew It in the garden - I did. All
I did was tell the truth. The fruIt
of that Iree was indeed
delightful and enlightening.
Respect, I don't even know
what that means. Us snakes
give our all for you Miners. Yet

have you ever seen a statue
erected to a snake - any snake,
ever NO.
After St. Pat's weekend is
over - no one even thinks of all
the snakes that meet their
doom. We deserve more
recognition. You'd think they
would at least make me an
Honary Knight or something
like that. Mark my words.
Unless things change - us
snakes will not be back next
year. All we want is a little
more recognition.

~•

•••
•
•
~

I

KING OF BEERS ' • ANHEUSER-BUSCH . INC . ST. lOU IS
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national
INTHE

FORUM PLAZA
SHOP"" CENIER

Deli for
TAKE HOME FOODS
"" ,

~'-~

5

@ SLICED COOKED
TiifoER DELICIOUS

g

ROAST BEEF

$3.

@
t:':

9

49

Lh.

GOLDEN CRISp·N·TENDER

3 Pc. Chicken Dinner

Each

PLUS SERVING OF POTATO SALAD OR SLAW

@ Birbecued C~!~~~H!!E

lb.

~
p;II Fish Fillet Dinner

E"h
CHOICE OF 2 VEGETABLES PLUS BREAD OR ROLL

@
t:'~o

ECKRICHSLlC~D

Pastrami or
Corned Beef Lb.

@ BI
~P.;9
$....

MAYROSEALLMEAT

Sliced Large
o ogna

53 89 @
51 59 @
$~.9S

NON·RETURNABLE
BOTTLES

PABST BLUE 8

RIBBON
7.oz
BEER . .... .Btls:
LIGHT OR DARK

LORRAINE OR

.

5th

BLUE NUN
WINE . ..... 5th

HOT BAKED OR
BARBECUED

Cou ntryStyle Ribs

51 19 BLlI
54 19
1~
53 99 .I
53 49 BA
.

80 PROOF

SICHEL
LlEBFRAUMILCH

SWISS

Mayonnaise or Sweet & Sour Slaw

.

BACARDI
RUM . ...... 5th
AZTEC
TEQUILA . ..

~:';9 Ba~y Sliced

'IJ ,.,S

Lb.

51 69
$1 S9
$169

.

ALL FLAVORS

BOONES FARM

99

WINES . .... 5th
Pint

'. · ·. COMPLETE
. ':"' LIQUOR

DEPARTMENT

8ge

AVAILABLE IN OUR ROLLA STORE ONLY

II-

"-

1~
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IRU SATURDAY
'IL 10:30 P.M.

t=~:;;.;;;I;~~iiiiIil (()W~:;;:jF4" ST. PATRICK IS
THE PA TRON SAINT
OF THE MINERS

~DAYS

8 TlL9:00 P.M.

L'S

national Deli For

RTMENT

ST. PAT'S DAY PARTY

P, SDAYM

AT EVERYDAY PRICES

EEDS! j)

PARTY PLATTERS
MEAT & CHEESE PLATTERS

PARTY GIANT

19

4 FOOT SANDWICH
5 FOOT SANDWICH
6 FOOT SANDWICH

PABST

1 BLUE RIBBON
BEER
119 12 12-o~. 52 49
Cans

99

.

1 .BUSCH
49 BAVARIAN
1 BEER
gc 12 5289
12-oz.

Cans

. Each
Each
Each

$2395
$2895
$3295

PREPARED WITH ROAST BEEF. HAM. TURKEY ,
CORNED BEEF. LONGHORN, MOZZARELLA , HOT
AND SWISS CHEESE ... GARNISHED WITH
PICKLES . LETTUCE AND OLIVES

JUST CUT AND SERVE!

TO SERVE 8 PEOPLE
TO SERVE 15 PEOPLE
TO·SERVE 25 PEOPLE

$lr5
$1995
$3395

BEAUTIFULLY DECORATED, MADE WITH TEMPTING
ASSORTED LUNCHEON MEATS AND FLAVORFUL
CHEESES. A REAL PARTY DELIGHT TO SERVE WITH
EASE.

5559
5599

BUY, BY THE GALLON

RELISH TRAYS
TO SERVE 15 PEOPLE
TO SERVE 30 PEOPLE
TO SERVE 50 PEOPLE

PARTY PLATTERS MADE TO
SERVE 8 TO 200 PERSONS

$1595
s2895
$3995

THEY'RE BEAUTIFUl. MADE WITH PICKLES .
OLIVES. CUCUMBERS. CELERY AND CARROT
CURLS . CAULIFLOWER. GREEN PEPPERS
... DELICIOUS VEGETABLE DIP INCLUDED .

Let The Experts Do It For Your Party!

Potato Salads
Slaws
Macaroni Salad

3 Bean Salad
Spaghetti (Meat Sauce)
Baked Beans

SUNDAYS UNTIL9 P.M.

Gal.

MOSTACCIOLI (Meal Sauce)

WHEN ORDERING PARTY GIANTS, PARTY PLATTERS OR
RELISH TRA YS, PLEASE ORDER 3 DAYS IN ADVANCE.

OPEN UNTIL '
10:30 NIGHTLY

Gal.

Gal.

$659

(aI1364.5566
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Nine swimmers going to NCAA Nationals

Swimmers Take Conference
Title For Fifth Straight Year
The Miner Swimmers reign
as Missouri Intercollegiate
Athletic Association swimming
champions for· .the fifth consecutlveyear. The league meet,
held March 3 and 4, at Hammons Student Center
In
Springfield, demonstrated the
superiority of the Miners.
Double winners Dick Erickson
and Matt Heinicke led the
swimmers to their glorious
victory.

PIling up 138 points, the with 18 ana Northeast Missouri
Miners won five Individual SCOred 8.
events and one relay title to out
The Miners took the sweep in
distance their competitors. the 100 and 200-yd. backstroke.
Southwest
Missouri
State Dick Erickson placed first in
finished second with a total of both events, Bob Olson second
117 points, winning four in- in both, and Brad Scheiber third
dividual events and one relay. in both. Erickson set an MIAA
The Central Missouri Mules and Pool Record of 56.17
followed with 110 total points, seconds for l00-yd. backstroke
capturing four individual titles. in the first leg of the 400 medley
Southeast Missouri won the relay. The Miner relay team of
other two events and captured Erickson, Ewers, WItt, and
fourth place with 70 points while Smith claimed the medley
Northwest MiSSOuri took fifth victory.

Matt Heinicke, UMR's other
double winner, set a new Pool
Record in the l00-yd. breaststroke, with Phil Dancer
placing second in the event.
Heinicke claimed his other first
place in the 200-yd. breaststroke. Mark Ewers captured
first in the 200-yd. individual
medley,
completing the
MIners' first place seizures.
Ewers later added to the
Miners' total by taking third in
the400-yd. Individual medley.
Joo Tlce tallied points by

placing second in the 200-yd.
freestyle and third in the 500-yd.
freestyle. Jim Matthews outdistanced Tlce for second In the
500-yd. freestyle. Dana Witt
swam the l00-yd. butterfly to
claim a third place title. Jim
Dolan placed third in the 1meter diving competition.
The Miner Swimmers will
complete their season this
weekend at the NCAA II
Championship to be held in
Springfield,
Massachusettes.
Wish them well! I!

TKE's Brown - Outstanding Wrestler

TKE Captures
Wrestling Crown
By JOHN CROW
Last Thursday night the intramural wrestling finals were
held and TKE dethroned
perennial champions KA. Three
teams were in contention for the
crown as the final night of
These
competition
began.
teams were KA, TKE, and Sig
Ep with 110, 104lh, and 101'h
points respectively.
TKE won three of four
matches against KA's in the
finals to take the crown. TKE
won three weight classes, plus
one 2nd place, and two 3rd place
finishes. This ended a period of
incredible domination of the
sport by KA. They were
wrestling champs for ten years,
a feat never before accomplished at UMR.

According to Coach Dewey
Allgood, this year's tournament
drew more spectators than
those held in past years. 'IbIs
was partly due to the fact that
there were three teams in
contention, and this was the
first year for third place
wrestlebacks.
'IbIs
year's
competition
features some fin wrestlers.
Referee Jerry Garcia says this
year's wrestlers showed more
talent than any of the ten
previous years he had officiated. For example, Bruce
Bryant of Lambda Chi, winner.
of the heavyweight division,.
had three first period pins and.
looked very tough.
Standing head and shoulders
above all the wrestlers, though,
was Mark Brown of TKE, who
(Cont. on p. 22)

Mark Brown of TKE and Mark Pfitzsinger of KA in second period action in the finals
of the 167 pound class. Pfitzsinger was called for clasping at this point, then Brown
scored a takedown and a 3'point near fall in that period. Brown's 12-2 defeat sewed
up the overall championship for TKE and he was unanimously voted outstanding
wrestler.
(Photo by M. Tegethoff)

Pitcher Larry Wuerz Picks Up First Win

Miners Split A Pair In Season Opener
By CHRIS RANSOM
The MIners opened their
season Saturday by splitting a
header
with
the
double
University of Arkansas at Little
Rock.
The Miners were edged &-5 in
the first game as Arkansas
picked up two runs in the bottom half of the seventh to pick
up the win.

In the second game UMR
pitchers Larry Wuen, Joe
Feldmann. nd Bill Grantham
together combined for a four-hit
shutout
as
they
downed
Arkansas 3-{).
In the first game, UMR
quickly jumped to a 4-{) lead in
the top half of the first , as they
had five hits. The highlight of
the inning was a two-run double
by Jeff Hannah that drove in
Mike Bennett and Russ Filtz.
who both singled. Chuck
Holcomb, in turn , singled
Hannah home as they went out
of their half of the inning with a

respectable lead.
The University of Arkansas
quickly put the clamp on the
Miners as they got right back in
the game with three runs in
their half of the first.
Arkansas again picked up
another run in the second to tie
the game at four .
The Miners scored again in ·
the fourth when freshman Bill
grantham doubled home Dan
Holman who had singled.
UMR held a 5-4 lead .going
into the seventh inning and
came out with the loss as
Arkansas picked up two
unearned runs for the win.
Jeff Walters started the game
on the mound for the Miners and
pitched five strong innirigs
before being relieved by Mark
Mueller who wound up with the
loss. Joe Feldmann came on, in
the seventh to finish the game.
In the second game the
Miners did all their damage in
the first two innings as they had
six hits and three runs.
From there on it was Miner

pitching that capped the win.
Larry Wuen scattered the four
Arkansas hits in the first four
innings before being relieved by
Joe Feldmann in the fifth as he
along with Bill Grantham, who
came on in the seventh, picked
up the save.
For the day the Miners outhit
Arkansas. 15-6, and had only
one error.
Aside from the two unearned
runs the Miners gave up in the

seventh inning of the first
game. the Miners had quite an
exceptional day. Needless to
say, head coach Chuck Broyles
was very pleased with the way
the Miners played.
UMR was scheduled to play
Evangel at Springfield last
Tuesday but due to inclement
weather the game was cancelled and will be rescheduled
for a la ter date.
The Miners will host their
first game next Tuesday
against Evangel beginning at
1:00 p.m. UMR will play a
double-header .
The box scores:

FIrst Game
UMR(5)
AB R H RBI
Grantham OF
4 1 1 1
Bennett3B
4 1 1 0
F1ltzOF
4 1 1 0
Hannah 18
4 1 2 2
WestrlchDH
4 1 1 1
HolcombC
3 0 1 1
Eiffert2B
2 0 1 0
BusseSS
1 000
Totals
Arkansas-L.R.
LeeDH
Hurst3B
Smlth2B
Valentine OF
0150018
GoldfreyC
Fleming OF
NoonerVF
Wengerner SS

SecoodGame
UMR (3)
AB R
Grantham OF
3
BenneUDH
3
Westrich 3B
3
Hannah IB
2
Holman OF
3
Wagoer2B
3
T/ptonC
3
lJngerOF
3
BusseeSS
2

H
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
1

RBI
2 1
1 0

0 0

1 1
0 0
1 0
0 0
1 1
0 0 0

26 5 9 5

Totals
25 3 6 S
Arkansas-L.R. (0)
AB R H RBI
AS R H RBI
4 1 0 0
LeeDH '
4 0 1 0
3 0 0 O' McCarthy 18
401 0
3 1 1 1 James2B
300 0
· 3 0 1 1 Valenl1neOF
300 0
2 1 0 0 Fleming OF
300 0
201 0
2 0 0 0 GriffeC
3 0 1 0
2 1 1 1 Finlrus SS
3 ' 000
3 0 0 0 DavisOF
3 000
2 2 1 0 Hurst3B

(6)

Totals
23 6 4 3
400 100 ()-5
UMR
Arkansas-L.R. 310 000 2~
UMR-Jeff Walters 5, Mark
Mueller 1, Joe Feldman : LPMueller, Arkansas-L.R.-Jor!
Tipton 7; WP-Tlpton.

Totals
28 0 4 0
UMR
13l 000 ()-S
Arkansas-L.R. 000' 000 G-O
UMR-Larry
Wuen
4,
Feldmann 2, Grantham 1;
WP-Wuen. Arkansas-L.R.Rick Moore 7; LP-Moore.
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As the competition begins, every contestant is on the same level. It
remains to be seen which shall excel in the honorable sport of intramural drunkeness.
(Miner Staff Photo)

In the early going, the gladiators continue their quest, sometimes with
a helping hand from teammates or an enthusiastic cheer from ecstatic
onlookers. These warriors, relying on their strength and stability, take
this all very seriously, as they struggle on ..•
(Miner Staff Photo)

Intramural Drunkeness

L
L

t·

~

o

... towards that final sprint to the finish . .These are the last few laps, and careful
strides taken now are surely losing ones. It is a time when super-human efforts
separate the champions from the rest. Although some fall by the wayside, everyone
knows ...
(Miner Staff Photo)

Lady Miners Lose At State

I
I

o
o
I

o
o
o
I

o

I;

,•

Karen Williamson
Mila Wallace
Karen Peacock
Tami Fredenall
Dallas Kirk
Team

FG
44
38
50
42
47
44

FT
76
79
58
34
60
62

pts-game
14.6
6.3
18.0
1l.0'
20.1
72.8

•

•

Jerry Landing Moving Service
-Mayflower Agent-

Season averages:

By MAUREEN MURPHY

The UMR women's basketball team suffered two disappointing losses at the Missouri
State Tournament in St. Joseph,
tieing for last place with
Evangel College. Missouri
Western took first, followed by
Tarkio, Kirksville, Missouri
Southern, William Woods and
Culver Stockton. Even though
UMR did not place well at the
tournament, Karen Williamson
was named to the AllConference Missouri State
Team. The award is voted on by
all the coaches and is rarely
given to players not on the top
three or four teams.
The Miner's first game was
Friday night with Tarkio. Still
recovering from the long road
trip, UMR was cold from the
field and had trouble putting
points on the board. Even so,
UMR played tight defense and
stayed close until the last few
minutes when Tarkio went
ahead 7G-54. Karen Williamson
scored 17 points, Dallas Kirk 10
points and 20 rebounds, and
'!'!Om; Fedenalll0ooints.
In the consolation bracket.
UMR
played
Northeast
Missouri State. The Miners
couldn't put their offense
together and suffered from a
lack of rebounding. Leading
only by 1 at halftime, Kirksville
went on to take It 67·51. UMR's
high scorers were Dallas Kirk
with 16 points and Karen
Williamson with 15.
Although the Miner women
did not do well at state, they
compiled an excellent season
record 03-5) and improved
immensely throughout . the
year. What hampered the
Miners most was a lack of
experience and "seasoning".
With this year of play under
their belt and good recruiting
the UMR women should do even
better next year.

... there is no substitute for VICTORY!!!
(Miner Staff Photo)

rebounds-game
2.0
1.2
8.0
5.5
15 .0
33.7

Free Estimates • Fully Insured
DON PRAIT, Representative
Martin Springs Drive Roila, Mo. 65401
Phone: 314/341-3866
MAIN OFFICE: 308 W. Oak, St. Clair, Mo. 63077
629·2500
a

.,.•

r•

Traditional
DIEHL
MONTGOMERY
FORD SALES
Rolla, Missouri

(The Originator Of The
Student Finance Plan
In This Area)

Weejuns
~~NP.\by~
\\'ith the rcmrn 10 tr.ldilionai
menswear. thl;.' lime l es~ Bass
Weejun is th e JUSt right finishing
tou(h for bO[h town and coumr\
dressing. Genuine moc(asin co nstruction
and quality lea th ers art' paired \\"ith
the unsurpa!!!oC'd com fort and
t';\.cdknt fit that h;l\c mad&."
Bass aaftsmanshir fanlllu!<o fm

This plan allows the studenst upon approved credits
and job, to buy a new car with nothing down and
payments of $25.00 per month UNTIL YOU ARE ON THE
JOB . This plan is net new, Diehl Montgomery Ford has
sold over 750 new cars and trucks to graduating
students this way. See us for all the details. Also you
can use your own insurance or ours.

FORD-LINCOLN-MERCURY
This allows the graduating students to have a new car
before he graduates when he really needs it. " This is a
special discount program for students. We will be glad
to quote you a price on a Ford or Mercury product."

TWEEDIE·S
907 Pine St.

Rolla, Mo.

341·3333
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1M Wrestling
(Cont. from p . 20)
was unanimously voted outstanding wrestler of the tournament at 167 pounds. Seeded
second behind Pfitzinger of KA,
who had won the weight class
the last two years, Brown drew
a first round bye. He pinned
Pace of GDI in the second
round, then pinned Becker of
Sigma Nu in the seml-finals.
When Brown and Pfitzinger met
in the finals, the -overall
championship was up for grabs.
was
in
control
Brown
throughout the match, winning
12-2. Pfitzinger was last year's
outstanding wrestler, but he
couldn' t
counter
Brown's
moves. Brown's victory sewed
up the championship for TKE,
and earned him the most outstanding wrestler award.
There were other excellent
performances, as in Ron
Howard of RHA at 123 Ibs. who
pinned in two of three matches
to win that weight class. Make
Busby of TKE repeated as
champion forsthe third time of
the 137 pounders, defeating
Laughter of KA in the finals 7-3.
Ron Craig and Jeff Brummet of
KA won the 145 and 160 pound
classes respectively. Brummet
overcame a friend and a foe
he
defeated
Pete
when

Telthorst of TKE, last year's
winner, in the f!n~s by the
score of!Hl. John Swinson of Sig
Ep took the 152 pound honors,
. pinning two of his three ~p
poilents. David Weaver of Phi
Kap looked impressive as he
advanced to the finals and
defeated Gary Roberts of KA 73 to come out on top of the 177
pound class. Matt Bruns won
Sig Ep's second weight class as
he advanced easily to the finals,
then narrowly overcame Paul
Janke of RHA 3-2 in the finals at
191 pounds.
In other ' intramural sports,
men's and women's softball,
badminton, and horseshoes all
begin March 20.
TEAM
POINTS

TKE

127

INTR
POINTS
150
145
140

118.5
SIgEp
114.5
CHAMPIONS
123 Ron Howard - RHA
130 Bob Metze - TKE
137 Mike Busby · TKE
145 Ron Craig - KA
152 John SWinaon - Sig Ep
160 Jeff Brummet - KA
167 Mark Brown - TKE
177 David Weaver - Phi Kap
191 Mat Bruns - SIg Ep
Hwy Bruce Bryant - Lambda
KA

CIVIL ENGINEERS/STRUCTURE & ROADS
Lines of transportation, dams, health clinics and schools
are needed in developing countries. As a Peace Corps
Engineer you can help. You do it all-from preliminary
plans to supervision of construction. It's challenging and
rewarding in personal and professional growth. Paid
travel; monthly living allowance; health care; 48 days paid
vacation. Must be U.s. citizen, single/married with no
dependents. No upper age limit. Contact the Peace Corps,
March 29 and 30, Placement Center-Buehler Building.

fina
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Tennis Opens TOnlorrovv
By DAVE WEAVER
The UMR tennis team will
kick off their season, hosting
State
Southwest
Missouri
University at 9:00 a.m. and St.
Louis University at 2:00 p.m.,
March 15.
Coach Ray Morgan feels the .
Miners have one of the classiest
tennis programs anywhere.
Like most sports at UMR,
tennis suffers from lack of
athletic funds and players being.
students first and l!thletes
second.
UMR has undoubtediy the
best academic rating in the
MIAA Conference. Along with
having a shabby $1,200 annual
budget which covers only
traveling expenses, shoes and
balls it is very understandable
why the Miners do not place
high in conference.
The Miners finished fifth last
year in the MlAA tournament
and reported by Coach Morgan
will probably finish about the
same as last year. No one has
ever
received
a
tennis
scholarship at UMR because
there are none. As this vear is
no different than last year as
far as scholarships, it seems as
though Morgan's prediction for
the season will be unfortunately

true .
The Miners are returning two
It should not be said that the veterans this year in Bill Stein
UMR
tennis
team
is and Jim Volker. Stein will
representing the school poorly. retain his No. 1 position as
On the contrary, they are giving Volker will retain the No.2 spot.
a valient effort on the court. As to who will be playing the
Even though many people feel . other four posii"ions it"has not
that UMR tennis is just for been deciaea yeL. DUL l.va""
exercise, the players consider it Morgan has a choice of some 20
other players to take his picks.
more than just a game . .
UMR HOME TENNIS SCHEDULE

March 15 SWMS 9:00 a.m., St. LouIs U. 2: 00 pm.
April 11- SEMS 9:00 a.m., CMS l2:00 Noon
April29-Mo. Westem9:00a.m., Drury 3:00p.m.
May lHi - MIAA Conference Tournament

G & 0 STEAK HOUSE

:I~L~T

$221

STEAK
Baked Potato or Fries, Texas Toast
FREE ICE CREAM WITH EACH DINNER
Forum Plaza Shopping Center
Rolla, Mo.
Open 11 a.m. to 9 p.m~ daily-7 Days A Week

A_ f~ Ccucoe ReJCW
Canoe Capiuil of the 07Mks

for canoe reservations write: AKERS FERRY CANOE RENTAL
G.E. MAGGARD -- Cedar Grove Route -- Salem, ,Mo. Phone: 314-858-3224.

, •

save up to

$2400.

Men's traditional Siladium®rings and selected women's fashion rings
are an unusual buy at $59.95. Today is you r last chance to get really outstanding savings in this sale.

THEIIRT«IRVED REPRESENTATIVE
has a large collection of rings. Ask to see them .

University Center-March 15
Deposit required. Ask about Master Charge or Visa.
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Take command of your future
as an officer in the U .8. Navy.
There aren't many men in this
world who can qualify for command
of a ship. Few positions of responsibility are harder won ... earn more respect.. .and offer a greater sense of personal
accomplishment.
Think you've got that something
special it takes to work toward this
kind of position ... and to master the
rigorous training and discipline that
will be required of you?
If you can honestly answer "yes" to
this question ... and can back up your

Wednesday. March 15•. 1978

THE MISSOURI MINER

"yes" with a good solid educational
background ... and meet the other
qualifications demanded of a Naval
officer, then the Navy will give you
every opportunity to work your way
up to a position of command.
There's no better time than now to
find out if this is the kind of future
you're looking for. And if you're the
kind of man the Navy is looking for.
For further information, see your
placement office, or call us collect at:
(314) 268-2505:

Rich & creamy
vanilla ice cream
topped with
luscious creme de
menthe
loaded with our
special Irish
whipped cream &
topped with a
shamrock.

PEACE CORPS ENG

ARE
YOUR
TYPICAL ENGINEERS.
Use your unique CIVIL, MECHANICAL,
HYDRAUUC, or ELECTRICAL Engineering
AFRICA, ASIA, or LA TIN AMERICA as a PEACE

volunteer.

March 29 and 30
Placement Center - Buehler Building

IF YOU HAVE A CAMERA
AND TAKE PICTURES WITH IT
YOU WILL BE DELIGHTED WITH
THE FAST, EASY AND CONVENIENT
DRIVE-IN SERVICE AT YOUR
MELLERS PHOTO DRIVE-IN STORE
IN ROLLA

1 dip sundae

50¢

2dipsundae

75¢

HILLCREST SHOPPING CENTER
USE THE COUPON BELOW TO HAVE
BEAUTlFUl5x7 ENLARGEMENT MADE
FOR RELATIVES AND FRIENDS.
,----~--- GUARANTEE - -_ _~~
Since 1946 OUI guelentH he. bHn the ,eme. It 'OU
don't like ,OUI plctule" bllng them beck to "'elle,. we wlllleplint ,OUI picture, olilire ,OUI mone, beck.

ST. PATS!

~~'C
Forum Shopping Center
Tenth Street

Special St. Pat's Weekend
Hours: Open Thurs., Fri. &
Sat. 10:30 A.M. to 11 P.M.
Sun. 12 Noon-8 P.M.

SCOTTS
BOOKS • MUSIC
Serving UMR Students
Since 1905
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~8tf\ck, a" tI _II, •
For Your Con ven ienc e,

~.

A Lis t of Ap pe ara ce s

Wed nesd ay ········7:00 p.m. Th~ttJ Tau Casi no Nigh t a .t Arm orY

ThJ.Jrsday .............J J :00-4 :00 p.m. EX1RA VAG ANZ A
12:00 noon ( quar ter barre l chug)
2:00 p.m. {Siglinda look -Alik e Contest

5:30 -6:00 p.m. Town Bear d.Co ntes t at Dav e's
7:00 p.m. Que ens Tea at TKE
Frid8y .................. 8:00 - J 0:00 a.m. Que en Inte rvie ws
J 2:30 p.m. Cou~t Arri ves on Roll Car
J :00-2 :00 p.m. fop Gree n Beer at Top Hat
2:00 -5:00 p.m. St. Pat's Gam .-s at lion 's.Club
(Cudgel Carry and Judging)
(Girl' s Qua rt Chug) (Six Pack Chug)
(Tall Boy Retay) (Endurance Chug) .
9:00 - JO:30 p.m. Coro natio n and Knig hting.

Cere mon y at Gym .

.

J 0:00 -2:00 a.m. Coro natio n Danc e at Ar.m ory

Saturday·············8:30 a.m. Boar d Pain ts P'ne Stre et Gree n

(Floats Assemble)
J 0:00 a.m. St. Pat and HIs Cou rt Star t Dow n

.
. Pine Stre et
J J :00-J:OO p.m. PARADE
2:00 -4:00 p.m. Knig hting Cere mon y at
.-

Jaclc llng Field (AliCe)
7:30 p.m. CONCERT A t Gym

Feat urin g "Har tsfie ld"

